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ABSTRACT
This thesis will present a field study o f an adult day care center in an
attempt to establish a new methodology which will address the different types
of clients in the recent phenomenon o f adult day care settings.

Previous

research and field study has only focused on adults within institutional
settings or on the institutions themselves.

Adult day care, on the other hand,

has arisen as an alternate form o f care which allows for greater flexibility and
concern for clien ts’ needs.

This thesis, then, in differentiating adult day care

from total institutions and in delineating the types o f clients, will set the
groundwork for a new theory which would address the evolving needs of the
fragmented adult day care population.

Ill
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
For many, the prospect o f old age is som ething taken for granted, for
which people rarely plan, instead choosing

to deal with the

actually age. Some A m ericans are fortunate in the sense that

reality as they
aging is not a

m ajor concern since they are able to care for them selves independently
throughout their lives (Ulmer, Abraham, and Brown 1982: 157).

Others,

however, are not as lucky and eventually are forced to receive care from other
sources (Glenner and G lenner 1988/1989:

3;

Kimmel 1974:

493;

Cavanaugh

1990: 36).
This study is more than an exploration into the lives of elderly
individuals.

It is an investigation geared toward understanding the daily lives

o f seniors who require constant supervision and care because of a disease o r
event that has perm anently altered their lives.

These elderly individuals may

be in need of care due to a physical disability; they may have, for example,
suffered

a stroke, been inflicted with cerebral palsy, or have

physical

problem which makes it necessary to use a walker or confines them

to a wheelchair.

some other

Others may require care not because o f a physical disability,

but because they suffer from A lzheim er’s disease o r some other dem entia that
has gradually robbed them of their mental capacities.
are affected by a com bination of these problems.

Still other older adults

These persons are a unique

part o f the total elderly population and are the explicit focus of this thesis.
As American society has changed, especially within the tw entieth
century, the elderly in d ividual’s place within society has most certainly come
into question.

Particularly, society has had to deal with elderly individuals

who are dependent because of some cognitive or physical disability.

Such

1
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individuals have, through m ost o f the tw entieth century, received care either
from members o f their own family o r from sources outside the family, the most
common o f which has been the nursing home.
It is not surprising, then, that much of the sociological research on
elderly individuals has focused on institutional settings, especially on nursing
homes (see Goffman 1961, Foucault 1965, Gubrium 1975 and Fontana 1977).

By

an institution I mean a facility where the individual lives every aspect o f his
life.

In such cases, the

medical care, and carries

individual resides

in the facility, receives needed

out his everyday life within this

enclosed space.

Every aspect o f the elderly person’s life is encompassed within the walls o f the
institution.

Goffman termed this a total institutional setting (Goffman 1961).

By placing its emphasis on the medical aspects of care, the total institution not
only depersonalizes every aspect o f an individual’s life, but also causes
individuals to lose contact with the outside world and, even more
consequentially, to lose their concept o f self.
In the United States in the 1950s, an alternative form o f care arose in
response to the polarized choice between total home care and the total
institution.

This new form o f care accomodated the desire to keep a family

member at home and, at the same time, acknowledged the necessity of
insitutions in cases where twenty-four hour home care is not possible.
emergent form was called

adult day care.

Throughout this

This

thesis, total

institutional settings will be compared to adult day care centers in order to
delineate some basic points o f com parison between these two settings.

In

making such a comparison, it is im portant to consider that previous research
has either ignored adult day care or has improperly consolidated adult day
care and nursing homes into one mass.
By explicating the unique characteristics o f adult day care, I hope to
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show how total institutions are no longer the only option o f care available to
elderly adults, and how adult day care, while still retaining some o f the
characteristics of a total institution, is really a hybrid model.

This is not to say

that C offm an’s total institution theory, when applied to adult day care, is
com pletely invalid.

Rather, only parts o f the theory apply to adult day care.

By definition, adult day care is “a generic term that includes all types o f day
care program s for adults, w hether these programs arc called health, medical,
or social models” (Lindeman, Downing, Corby and Sanborn 1991; 2).
focusing prim arily on elderly people
the m ajority o f research

By

behind the walls o f institutions, as has

over the past years, a significant percentage of

seniors who receive some type o f care and assistance from places such as adult
day care are ignored.

It is on the phenomenon o f adult day care and,

specifically, on its clients that my research will focus:

I will argue that, in

seeking to refine the theories o f care and aging of elderly adults and to go
beyond a total institutional model, adult day care has, significantly, arisen as a
place where individuals retain their concept o f self.
A fter a review of the

current literature, in chapter three I trace

historically the options for care outside the home that have been available to
seniors as they age.

I begin my discussion by focusing on one institution,

alm shouses, and continue
homes.

with

an overview o f

the developm ent o f nursing

I then conclude with a discussion of what might be deemed the most

recent evolution in society’s com ing to terms with dependent adults:
care.

adult day

I highlight the relatively recent emergence o f adult day care, in the

United States in the 1950’s, and discuss the importance o f adult day care as an
available option of care for elderly adults.

Chapter four further discusses the

impact adult day care has on the options available to elderly adults.

1 argue

that although adult day care is not a total institutional setting, it does have
some of the same qualities of a total institution.

I conclude this chapter by
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discussing how adult day care is an alternative to institutionalization, even
though it shares some o f the same characteristics.
alternative to

In fact, it has become an

institutionalization.

Chapter five is the methodology chapter, where I discuss my approach
to data-gathering and how my role as a participant observer was altered
during the time I was at Sunrise Center.

I also discuss briefly how I gained

access to the setting and the problem s I encountered as I was conducting my
research.
Chapters six and seven are based on ethnographic data obtained from
unstructured

interview s

and p articip an t

observations

the types o f clients within the adult day care setting.

specifically

focused

on

Research presented in

these chapters was conducted over a period o f nine months and focused on one
adult day care in a large m etropolitan city in the Southwest United States—
Sunrise Adult Day Carc.^

Chapter six is a descriptive, in-depth look at that

center's actual setting, and chapter seven presents data obtained at Sunrise
Adult Day Care as I present an in-depth look at the clients themselves,
developing a typology o f the kinds o f clients at the adult day care.

I will

discuss the various benefits adult day care provides for the different groups of
elders in attendance:

those who are able-m inded but are limited in their

mobility, those who arc able-bodied but suffer from confusion and are slowly
losing their minds, and those whose existence is limited to their physical
presence because they have lost all th eir am bulatory and com m unicative
s k ills .
The concluding chapter ties together the various theoretical
implications from the data.

I will propose adult day care as a valuable

alternative model o f care for a fragm ented group o f elderly adults, and stress
that the total institutional theory proposed by Goffman and later used by
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Foucault is inadequate when applied to adult day care.

Finally, I will suggest

that from the conclusions drawn in this thesis, a new theory specific to adult
day care needs to be proposed.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

Since many people receive care from outside sources as they age, this
chapter will

trace what has been said in the literature in regard to

the

developm ent o f institutions, followed with a brief discussion o f a traditional
type o f institution, the nursing home, and then a further exam ination of a
quasi-instituitonal place o f care, adult day care.

In addition to exam ining the

institutions them selves, a brief discussion of the impact o f individuals
suffering from A lzheim er’s disease in adult day care will follow.

In stitu tio n a l

T heory

The two main currents o f the theory o f institutions are best represented
by Michel Foucault and Erving Goffman.

For this reason, then, it is necessary

to look at the work o f Foucault and Goffman not only because their theories are
fundamental

to an understanding o f total institutions, but also because,

from

these theories, I will distill key elements to compare to aspects of adult day
care.

These com plem entary models follow a structuralist approach

unilinear in their presentation.
F o u cau lt’s M adness

and

and are

First, I will specifically discuss Michel

C ivilization (1965) which presents a historical analysis

in which he traces the institutionalization o f madness, describing how mental
illness

was firstly

institutionalized.^

Then, 1 will discuss Goffman and his

theory o f total institutions.
Throughout his career, Foucault argued that the modem period was a
time o f increased differentiation and spatialization of institutional forms.

New

types o f domination and control arose, based on separation, confinem ent, and
resocialization.

R eligion, politics, and the family, as institutions, were
6
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partially displaced by science, m adness

and new institutional structures.

Foucault contrasted m odem institutional forms with those existing in
the medieval W estern world, where institutions were likely based on a
practice, custom , behavioral pattern o r relationship of im portance in the life
o f the community or society.
religion, and politics.

Examples o f this were the institutions o f family,

However, in the medieval world there was little

differentiation between such institutions.

In England, for exam ple, the Roman

Catholic Church played a significant, perhaps even dominant, role in the
political realm until Henry VIII formed the Anglican Church in 1535.
Religion, fam ily, and politics were interconnected, since these institutions
dominated the habits and customs o f people who lived in extended familial
units and who were under joint religious and political control.
Foucault specifically traces the historical
madness in his early works.

institutionalization

of

He is interested, however, in the "tru th ” of

madness, not a “cure” for it (Caputo 1993:

236).

In Madness and

Civilization.

he strives to present madness as an arbitrary classification created during the
historical period he discusses in his book (Shumway 1989:

27).

Foucault also

links the emergence o f madness to the disappearance o f leprosy, stating that
what outlasted the leprosariums
were the values and images attached to the figure o f the leper as well as
the meanings o f his exclusions, the social importance o f that insistent
and fearful figure which was not driven o f without first being
inscribed within a sacred circle. (1965: 6; Shumway 1989: 28-29)
Having established leprosy as a point o f historical discontinuity, Foucault
discovers that madness was not silent in the literature and arts o f the
Renaissance.

Rather, madness was associated with making people joyous and

playful and frivolous in the literature typical of the time.
madness as “otherness”

The classification of

is only an “alienating gesture in which w e

ourselves as sane and normal and constitute them

constitute

as other” (Caputo 1993:
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237).

In reality, though, madness was more complex since it was recognized as

part o f this world, but was often excluded in forms of confinement.

M adness,

in this manner, became the opposite o f the hospital because the mad were
forced to w ander in their places o f exclusion.
Foucault further suggests that during the classical period and the Age o f
Reason, madness no longer referred to a particular group o f diseases,
including leprosy, because individuals had come to understand the true nature
and causes of these diseases.

Foucault

argues that the classical age was a time

when society both was listening to those considered mad for their moral
message while simultaneously shutting people away (Pugh 1991:
surprisingly,

the

hospital becam e

the characteristic

1).

representation

Not
of

society’s fear of what may be called this “duality of madness" (Kurzweil 1977:
399) during the Age of Reason.

The hospital was never intended for medical

use; it was to contain the dangerous people of society:
vagrants, and common crim inals.

the mad, the poor,

The massive curtailm ent o f hundreds o f

people was termed “the great confinem ent” (Shumway 1989:

33).

Foucault

claim s, however, that the great confinem ent was a result o f the failure o f
people in these institutions to work.

Forcing people to work in these places o f

confinem ent thus was an act o f moral reform and constraint (Shumway 1989:
33).
In the seventeenth century, then, madness was first understood in
terms o f poverty, the inability o f an individual either to work or to integrate
with a group.

Individuals with these characteristics began to be considered

“problem s o f the modem city .”

Madness, which was previously visible,

became for the first time “sequestered and, in the fortress o f confinem ent,
bound to Reason” (Shumway 1989:

34; Foucault 1965:

fortresses o f confinement were thought
other rational human beings could.

64).

Individuals in these

not strong enough to handle what

As a result, the mad were treated as
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anim als and put on display because they were considered sick, having lost
their reason.

It was concerning this time that Foucault wrote: “M adness was

less than ever linked to medicine; nor could it be linked to the domain o f
correction.

Unchained animality could be m astered only by d is c i p lin e

b r u ta liz in g " (1965:

and

75).

A slight shift occurred in this taxonomy

at the end o f the 18th century

w hen, Foucault suggests, “ the great fear” began.

This was a tim e when

individuals in society found a particular reason to fear the unknown, for they
w ere afraid the mysterious spreading disease from the houses o f confinem ent
would soon threaten European cities (Shumway 1989:

38).

As a result, Foucault

says that new causes o f madness arose in connection with specific social or
historical conditions.

In other words, there was a new recognition that the

mad were different from others in confinem ent and that poverty was a m atter
o f economics, not morality.
reserve labor force.

Thus, the poor became valuable com modities as a

Furthermore, the prisoners were now to be kept separate

from the mad in houses o f confinement because they did not deserve to be put
with the insane:

“The presence of the mad appears as an injustice; but for

o th e rs " (Shumway 1989:

39; Foucault 1965:

228).

Foucault first mentions the birth o f the asylum not as an actual
institution, but as a change in practice, which he credits to W illiam Tuke and
Philippe Pinel.

These individuals used a new kind o f guilt in which the mad

were made to feel morally responsible for anything they did to disturb society.
Speaking of Tuke’s asylum, Foucault says, “The

asylum no longer punished

m adm an’s guilt, it is true; but it did more, it organized the
1989:

39; Foucault 1965:

247).

guilt” (Shumway

Within this new situation, the mad were ordered

to work, and those in charge tried to detect any hidden signs o f madness
am ong those classified as insane.

the

Pinel and Tuke gave to the asylum the

authority o f medical personage, but they did not introduce science.

Instead,
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they

created situations

where the authority o f science established a

personality, o r person, as was the case, who was responsible fo r mastering the
patient’s insanity.

Foucault claims that a key distinction is made because the

person in charge did not know the p atien t’s insanity, but sim ply judged and
condem ned

the m ad

individual.

In fact, madness in the age of reason was dealt with by two forms of
hospitalization: That o f the hospitals proper, and that o f confinement; it
was the subject of two types o f classification: one borrowed form the
world o f law, and which made use of its concepts; the other belonging to
spontaneous forms of social perception. (Pugh 1991:
19)
The new social authority rested in the wardens because they were both
representatives and judges of sanity:
the norm” (K urzw eil 1977:401).
the asylum, the mad were

“Control through m anipulation became

Through this m anipulation

and the advent of

taught about their madness by the pointing out o f

the irrationality o f fellow inmates.

In this type o f situation, Foucault argues,

madness could be punished with justification for not fitting in, so the inmates
learned to com ply and, ultimately,

be remorseful.

U nder these circumstances,

madness turned into a disease which was to be treated by doctors (Foucault
1977: 401).
F oucault

linked the

insitution

to

correction—through

confinem ent,

control, and discipline, he argued, individuals within total institutions were
conditioned to conform to society’s demands, or simply to suffer.

His historical

and structural account of institutions may be augmented by the work of
Erving Goffm an (1961), who focused on the dynamics o f interpersonal
relationships
madness.

in defining

and explaining

how

institutional

settings

reproduce

I will now discuss Goffman’s work, focusing on his theory o f total

institutions, including

how

process their world within

he believed inm ates subjectively experience and
the confines o f an institution.2

G offman begins A sy lu m s with a discussion o f total institutions in
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general and then focuses explicitly on one type o f institution, the mental
asylum.

A total institution is a “place o f residence and work where large

number o f like-situated individuals, cut off from the w ider society for an
appreciable period o f time, together lead an enclosed, formally adm inistered
round o f life" (Goffman 1961:

xiii).

Based on this definition, Goffman

delineates five types o f institutions according to the type o f people who occupy
them and according to the amount o f contact individuals within the
institutions have with the outside world.

Two institutions, old age homes and

mental hospitals, are established for specific type o f individuals.

For example,

homes for the aged focus on the care o f people who are thought of as
incapable o f caring for themselves yet are harmless to society.

Goffm an’s

third type o f institution, exem plified by jails and concentration camps, are a
result o f the need to protect the community against what are perceived to be
intentional dangers.

In this situation, the welfare o f the individual is a

secondary concern.

The other total institutions Goffman describes are not as

traditional.

Boarding schools and work camps are established for work-like

tasks and are justified in terms to these grounds in contrast to monasteries and
abbeys where tasks and justifications are conceived as retreats from the world.
G offm an’s main point o f reference, though, focuses on only one type o f
total institution—a mental hospital—and the stages that a mental patient
completes in his battle to move back and forth between the public and private
spheres.

This focus is a direct result of G offm an’s having been an employee in

an asylum, after which he developed a theory o f three stages through which a
person m oved before being labeled mentally ill.
The pre-patient phase is the first step in the “moral career o f a patient’’
(Goffman 1961:

130).

At this point, G offm an’s main interest is in people who

were voluntarily committed

to an institution.

variety o f “ agents” and “agencies”

He found that there are a

that both participate in and help the
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person move from a civilian to patient status.
illustrate this point.

A family member or

pressure on a person to see a doctor.

The following example will
significant other begins placing

Goffman argues that because o f the great

amount of stress in a person's life, the individual usually agrees (in good
faith) to see a psychiatrist.

However, the family member o r significant other

has already talked with the psychiatrist, and there
the two, o f which the individual is not aware.

is some

collusion between

The person that the patient

trusted most has been talking to a stranger about his problems, violating the
trust between the patient and the family m em ber or significant other.
o f conspiracy

A kind

and betrayal has occurred.

The transition to the in-patient phase is made

when the individual

realizes that he has been betrayed by those closest to him.

The family m ember

or loved one has already constructed a case history o f the individual’s past life,
show ing sufficient grounds for institutionalization.

In this phase, mental

patients do not suffer so much from mental

illness as from social

contingencies.

illness is a social process because

The determ ination o f mental

the patient is rewarded for accepting his label o f being mentally ill:

“Here

one begins to learn about the limited extent to which a conception o f oneself
can be sustained when the usual setting o f supports for it are suddenly
removed” (Goffman 1961:

148).

At this point, the staff deconstructs the self by

rendering the self anonym ous and then slow ly

rebuilding the inm ate’s

conception o f self according to the aspects o f the ward in which the inmate is
housed.

Through the patien t’s gradual loss o f his defenses, sanctions, and

affirm ation, combined

with subjection to com m unal living standards and

restrictions on his movement, a new self is created.
Goffman again briefly points out how mental illness is a result o f the
surrounding social process through his discussion of the period after a person
has been discharged from a hospital, what he terms the ex-patlent phase.
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Often times, release from an institution involves many factors besides the
status o f the patient.

Instead, such issues as the person’s income and number

o f available beds are the criteria by which people are released from mental
hospitals—criteria which have nothing to do with mental illness.

G offm an’s

main concern, then, is how an individual loses his concept o f self as he
transitions from the outside world to the asylum —a type o f total institution.

N ursing

Homes

For some individuals, nursing homes are part o f the endless series of
transitions in an individual’s life span, often the last transition before death.
As Nussbaum (1993) points out, this transition often involves a shift from
independent, at-hom e living to one of dependent living within a long-term
care facility.

Rarely is this change viewed as positive by either the individual

who is placed in the institution or by the individuals who have placed him
there.

Instead, institutionalization is often thought o f as a last resort, after

other options have been exhausted.

It is estimated that at any one time, five

percent o f A m erica’s elderly population resides in a nursing home (Jones
1982:

6; Nussbaum 1993; 238).

However, it has also been estimated that of all

the individuals living past their sixty-fifth

birthday, alm ost tw enty-five

percent will spend a significant portion o f their lives in a nursing home
(Nussbaum 1993:

237).

Institutionalization

in nursing hom es not only transform s

who live in these settings into patients;

the people

it also transforms the institution into

an “organized setting of role com plexes” (G ubrium 1974: 62), reducing
caretaking to a set o f “quantifiable tasks” (Diamond 1992: 169).
such

tasks, how ever,

im personal organizational

principles

In quantifying

that often

govern

nursing homes arc the source of many conflicts and much o f the divisiveness
present in the institution (Shield 1988).
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O f course, personalized nursing home care is a m atter o f organizational
structure, so

residents usually end up suffering at

the expense o f the

organization.

For example, a client is considered “realistic” when the demands

for his care do not exceed what the staff can reasonably be expected to do
(Gubrium 1974:

75).

In this situation, what matters is the general:

the

number o f residents in proportion to the number o f staff who are in charge o f
them.

The specific, the individual needs o f individual patients, is thus often

neglected; and managing the care o f the patients simply becomes a function o f
the amount o f time a staff member has.
A dm inistrative pressures often determ ine how staff members take care
o f patients.

Gubrium argues

in so far as

“official roles penetrate the nursing home expectations of

and residents” (1993:

180).

that a nursing home is an “institutional totality”
staff

In other words, staff members worry about

com pleting their assigned tasks, such as, taking residents in th eir charge to
the restroom, so they usually cannot spend extra time with any one individual.
The rules and regulations within a nursing home have such a great effect that
an individual lives within the bounds o f his own life only in so far as he
participates in official

nursing

home roles.

This type o f restrictive environm ent can lead to feelings o f
unhealthiness,

based on the dependency o f the clients on the institutional

rules for such needs as care, food, and activities.
identity and s e lf worth become m atters
management.

This feeling o f dependency

In fact, Coe (1965) argues that

o f institutional definem ent and
is reinforced by placing nursing

home residents in passive, receiving roles (Shield 1988; Diamond 1992;
Nussbaum 1993).

Thus, not only are individual lives affected by nursing home

rules, but the character o f each person is affected as well.
suggests, people who are “being treated
inanimate objects”

(1977:

As Fontana

as inanimate objects end up becoming

156).
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The social organization o f care is further exam ined by Gubrium (1974,
1975) where he defines the different types o f people involved in patient care.
He categorizes the groups as top staff, floor staff, and patients.

Top s ta f f -

m edical director, social worker, director and assistant director o f nursing, inservice director, activity director, occupational therapist, chaplain, and
dietitian— are concerned with the aspects o f the total institution itself, rather
than with the patients.

T heir jo b involves form ulating care policy, checking

periodically on patients, and dealing with adm inistrative pressures.

The care

policy meets top staff approval if it is based on the realities o f the patient life
on the various floors.

Ironically, though, because the majority o f the top

sta ff’s time is spent doing adm inistrative work, judgm ents o f patient care are
based only on quick observations o f the floor.

Therefore, “Good care becomes

a matter o f cleanliness and physical order” (Gubrium 1974:

65).

For example,

floor staff members such as nurses aides quickly learn that neatly made beds
indicate to top staff that the patients are properly being cared for, even
though making the beds does not have anything to do with the patients, per se
(Gubrium 1975:

136).

Even though the top staff do not spend much time on the residential
floors, Gubrium did find that they use three words, in various combinations, to
diagnose patients:

agitated, confused, and disoriented (1974:

70).

A further

irony exists here, for while the majority of top staff do not spend much time
interacting with patients, they do use individualized
d iag n o sin g

references when

p atien ts.

Floor staff constitute the next category and refers to the position
between the top staff and the patients.

Floor staff includes the nurses and

aides who are always on the floor, directly involved with the clients.

Their

concept of care is limited to the physical body o f the clients as opposed to top
staff’s concern with holistic patient care.

The three instances when the floor
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s ta ff s view o f patient care is evident include when they w rite notes on patient
charts, when they conduct reality-orienting sessions, and when they are
working on the floor itself.

Notes on patient charts are com pletely oriented

toward com m unicating with top staff.
what actually is happening and what
Reality orienting
are different than when

Therefore, there is some gap between
is written on the charts.

(RO) sessions are another time w hen the nurses
they are on the floor.

expected to answ er in a certain way.

roles

In these sessions, patients are

For example, when asked what time of the

day it is, clients are not supposed to reply, “It’s snowing.”

W hat is interesting

is the fact that when clients are labeled as “confused,” “disoriented,” or “not
in reality,” the staff is arguing that the patients have no independent rational
self-interest.

Therefore, the patients must either be institutionally oriented or

irrational (G ubrium 1974;

75).

Finally, as was previously discussed, the manner in which the floor
operates is in accordance with how much the nurses and aides can reasonably
be expected to get done.

Instead o f the patient’s needs always being top

priority, only the “ realistic” concerns are addressed. W hat is most important is
the constant routine or the activities on the floor.

Any patient who disrupts

this process is frowned upon and sometimes sedated if the annoyances carry
on for any lengthy duration.
The last category o f social organization involves the individual patients
themselves.

Just as the staff members make judgm ents about them, the

patients too make judgem ents concerning the contributions that floor and top
staff make to th eir

well-being in the nursing home.

Often tim es, after a

patient has been in a nursing home for a while, he will “learn” to
complain, based on the hierarchies

that exist among staff m em bers.

whom to
For

instance, instead o f complaining to the nurses aides that the food was not
prepared properly, a veteran patient will most likely go dow n to the kitchen
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and share his opinion with the head cook.
Another

major

aspect o f

the patients’ lives

are the social ties that they

have formed with others but w hich are largely severed upon their entering a
nursing home.

Often

times the

consideration.

S taff

members assum e that the only concern on anindividual’s

mind is his health.

staff, both top and

floor, do not take this into

In reality, though, patients form social relationships with

each other or work hard at avoiding certain ties.

Indeed, this constitutes much

o f the “work” that the residents do in the institution (G ubrium 1975:
Lastly, patient
nursing home.
next.

84).

lives arc centered around the normal routine of the

Much time is spent waiting for one event to happen after the

A whole morning, for example, can be spent waiting fo r an aide to take a

patient down to the dining room for breakfast:

“When patients and residents

talk about their day. it is evident that they consider any one day to be much
the same as any other” (Gubrium 1975:

162).

So, ultim ately, while monotony

only further institutionalizes people, as only a few patients m aintain ties with
individuals outside nursing hom es, the routine increases the efficiency o f the
s ta ff

m em bers.
As this research shows, nursing home models adhere to the models o f

the total institution proposed by Foucault and Goffman, thus carrying with
them sim ilar effects for individuals within such

settings.

N ursing

home

patients are largely neglected by a system which em phasizes medical aspects
and overall adm inistration.
concept of self.

Such em phasis causes individuals to lose their

Nursing hom es, thus, foster passivity and conformity in their

patients, and this is perhaps the m ost distressing effect o f institutionalization
for individuals involved.

Adult Day Care
Adult day care

is one alternative to total institutionalization,

and a
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popular one at that, for it offers many advantages for all involved, especially
the caregivers.

The

other significant alternative to nursing home care is for

the caregiver to take

on the full responsibility him self or herself. This

solution, however, is

problem atic and burdensom e, especially for

caregivers whose loved ones suffer from a dementia.

those

As the loved one

progresses through his dem entia, the caregiving role becom es more extensive
and demanding (Fontana and Smith 1988:
becomes a full time jo b (Cavanaugh 1990:

25).

At the later stages, such care

318).

Because o f this time burden,

many people cannot afford to care for their loved ones at home.
becomes an attractive

Adult day care

option because caregivers can drop o ff their loved ones

at a facility for the day, allowing the caregivers time away from the duties
they perform for the afflicted individual.
For caregivers, then, adult day cares provide a break from the
continuous pressure o f full-tim e care and a release from felling obligated to
provide tw enty-four hour care to their dependent family m em ber (Kirwin
1985/1986:

62).

In addition, freeing caregivers from this role may even lead to

em ployment opportunities that they could not otherw ise consider.

Caregivers

also benefit from groups where they can share their experiences, develop
coping strategies, building support, and finding out about services that can
help them provide care.

Furthermore, caregivers find solace in the fact that,

in general, adult day care strives to fulfill the mental and physical needs of
their loved ones (Gelfand 1982:

51).

In the last ten years, adult day care centers have come to be seen as a
viable form of alternative long term care for impaired elderly adults, helping
to improve their quality of life (Kirwin 1985/1986:

59).

M ost notably affected

by this developm ent have been individuals afflicted with A lzheim er’s disease
and their caregivers.

Day care is often an ideal solution for these persons

because the primary caregiver does not feel any guilt in o f leaving the
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A lzheim er’s family member behind, since adult day facilities can be structured
to meet the needs o f A lzheim er’s clients, often even to a greater extent than
the caregivers themselves.

The centers

environm ent staffed with

registered

trained professionals.

also often provide a dom estic

nurses, activities directors

and other

This is especially important since Fontana and Smith

found in their study that caregivers are more likely to worry excessively about
their ability to continue providing care than about their com mitment to
providing such care (1989:

28).

These economic and caregiver pressures are

alleviated by utilizing adult day cares.
Adult day centers are now being seen as an alternative to both chronic
care facilities and hospitals.

Day cares allow caregivers time away from their

duties and provide relief on a daily basis without institutionalization.

Loved

ones are still able to remain at home and in instances where the spouse is the
primary caregiver, he or she is still able to live with his or her wife or
husband.

This is certainly not possible in hospitals and is rarely available in

chronic care facilities.
Basically, adult day
the medical model and the

care program s are conceived in terms o f two models,
social model. The medical model focuses on

professional services aimed at rehabilitation or m aintenance o f physical
functioning, whereas the social model emphasizes m aintenance o f social
functioning, especially for isolated o r mentally or em otionally
individuals (Barker, Mittenes, and H eller 1991;

2).

im paired

G lenncr and Glenner

convincingly argue that the best approach combines the two models
(1988/1989:

3).

Often, adult day centers will have a basic program that

includes activities and services related

to nutrition, transportation,

socialization, health services, fam ily support groups, staff needs and training.
If a center successfully incorporates all these different categories into the
adult day care program, then it is considered a social-medical adult day care.
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Most often, though, one m odel is emphasized more than the other.

For

example, adult day centers that specialize in the care o f A lzheim er’s
individuals are more likely to focus on socialization activities with a high
degree o f client satisfaction.

They also tend to have more independence-

promoting activities (Conrad, Hanrahan, and Hughes 1990:

31).

W here the

adult day center is located also affects its emphasis, often resulting in a stress
on the medical model.

If an adult day care is located within a hospital, then

chances are that it will focus more on the medical aspects o f care, as opposed to
socialization.

The same argument applies for the funding source.

If the adult

day center receives the majority o f its funding from M edicaid sources, then
the center will emphasize medical aspects (Harder, Goraick, and Burt 1991:
417).
Adult day care programs m ust also integrate recreational,
rehabilitative, social,

and medical services into the regular program o f care.

Because o f these requirem ents, caregivers know that their loved ones will be
getting adequate care and other necessary services.

In this way adult day care

takes a little bit of the burden off o f caregivers because they no longer have to
worry about getting
for their loved ones.

the needed exercise, medical attention,

and entertainm ent

These activities and services are taken care o f during the

time the individual spends at the adult day care facility.
The integrative nature of adult day care, then, seems to suggest that
total institution theory may not apply to adult day care.

Still, the shortage of

sociological research in this area m akes it necessary to further exam ine,
through my participant observation

field

research, w hether in p ractice adult

day cares retain aspects of the total institution, or if such aspects have been
completely removed.
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A lzh eim er’s D isease
Adult day care has arisen primarily to meet the specialized needs of its
clients, and one o f the most significant such needs is caring for individuals
afflicted with A lzheim er’s disease^ (Lindeman, Corby, Downing, and Sanborn
1991:

3-4).

Since I will be developing typologies, in part, based on those with

A lzheim er’s diease, it is necessary at this point to exam ine A lzheim er’s disease
in general.
Alzheimer’s disease is named for Alois Alzheimer, a German neurologist,
neuropathologist
1906.

and nueropsychiatrist who first described the

condition in

His diagnosis was based on his observation and study o f a woman who

resided in his institution for five years.

During this time the woman, aged

fifty-one, developed a paranoid syndrom e—she thought h er husband

was

playing tricks on her—suffered from a language deficit (w here she would
incorrectly identify things and use the wrong words)

and from

memory

impairment.

At the same time, however, she showed no signs o f any motor

impairment.

After her death Dr. Alzheimer studied her brain and found

neurofibrillary

tangles and

senile plaques, two characteristics now associated

with A lzheim er’s disease (Gubrium 1986:

6-7; Christiansen and Grzybowski

1993: 284).
Alzheim er’s disease is a form o f dementia, a general term for mental
deterioration or malfunction (Christiansen and Grzybowski 1993:

G-17).

Often,

a dem entia is severe enough to interfere with a person’s work routine and
social activities.

It has been estimated that A lzheim er’s disease accounts for

fifty to sixty percent o f all dementias (Christiansen and Grzybowski 1993:

285).

By definition, A lzheim er’s disease is a “rapidly progressing dem entia
beginning before
neurofibrillary

age eighty and characterized by atrophy with formation o f

tangles, especially

in the hippocam pus o f the brain”
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(Christiansen and Grzybowski 1993:

G-2).

More generally, A lzheim er’s disease

is an irreversible and progressive brain disease characterized by gradual
memory loss until death.

It is estim ated that Alzheimer’s disease affects 1 in 12

people over the age of sixty-five and 1 in 3 over the age of eighty (US News
and World Report 1991:

40).

A lzheim er’s is now the fourth leading cause of

death in the United States (R eisberg 1983:
To date, there

xvii).

is no known cure for A lzheim er’s disease (Reisberg 1983;

Zarit, Orr, and Zarit 1985b; Cohen and Eisdorfer 1986).
A lzheim er’s is a complicated endeavor.

In fact, even diagnosing

Cohen and Eisdorfer (1986) discuss the

various steps and tests involved in diagnosing a person with A lzheim er’s
disease, although a definite diagnosis is possible only though a postmortem
study o f the brain.

The tests they discuss range from physical, psychiatric,

and neurological exam inations,

to laboratory tests and special diagnostic

laboratory evaluations such as com puterized axial tomography (CA T) scans and
electroencephalogram s (E E C ’s).

A dditionally im portant are an accurate

history o f the p atient’s recent m edications and alcohol intake, as
into personal and family medical histories.

are inquiries

Combined, these tests and

information allow doctors to exclude other types o f dementia leading to the
eventual diagnoses o f A lzheim er’s disease.
Once an individual has been diagnosed with A lzheim er’s disease, he
usually follows a predictable pattern o f progression.
stages in the progression of A lzheim er’s disease.
individual’s symptoms

begin to emerge.

Lushin outlines five

In the first stage, the

Often at this point, the individual also

notices changes and begins to “ shun new situations and surroundings,
favoring familiar faces and places’’ (1990:
hard time remembering certain words.
general moodiness to lack of energy.

73).

The individual usually has a

Symptoms at this stage range from
Often, a diagnosis is not made at this

point because those involved usually perceive the situation as a tem porary one
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in w hich the person is simply “ fo rg etfu l.”
Individuals in stage two have

extrem e difficulty

decisions such as what to wear o r eat.

m aking simple

A person’s speech is noticeably slower,

with a greater frequency of

pauses in between words.

individuals often avoid new

situations as they are unable to negotiate

unfam iliar terrain.

they are good at covering

Instead,

In this stage,

up and bluffing their

way through situations which should be routine, but because o f the disease are
unfamiliar.

In addition, it is difficult for a person to follow a story since they

im m ediately

forget details.

In the early stages, then, individuals suffer from

m ental difficulties while their physical body is unim paired (Reisberg 1983).
Stage three is often the time when it becomes evident to those around
the person afflicted with A lzheim er’s that

something is wrong.

person does not recognize family members or friends.
term memory is severely impaired.

Often, the

In addition, his short

Speech is limited to sentence fragments or

words the individual makes up because he is unable to recall a specific word.
In isolation, the person experiences severe confusion, and if left alone
public, is unable to negotiate his way to fam iliar territory.

in

Hyperactivity

com bined with continual aimless w alking are outward signs of this stage
(Christiansen and Grzybowski 1993:

285).

In stage four, the individuals short-term memory continues to decrease
to the point o f non-existence.

He no longer recognizes family or friends.

confusion is so

individual does not recognize his surroundings.

great that the

The A lzheim er’s individual needs assistance with every
eating.

activity, including

Actions normally taken for granted, such as swallow ing and using the

restroom , require the assistance o f another individual.
alm o st

The

Communication is

non -ex isten t.
The final stage is death.

Usually death does not result from Alzheim er’s

disease itself, but from some com plication, such as pneum onia, which arises
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from the disease (Cummings 1985:

17; Lushin 1990:

75; Haycox 1993:

443).

Death is not immediate, however, as A lzheim er’s disease is the “slow death,”
where individuals become more confused and su ffer from continual memory
loss as the illness progresses (Reisberg 1983).

In instances where A lzheim er’s

disease is the direct cause o f death, the individual experiences com plete brain
failure as the disease severely attacks the brain over a period o f time.
This com pletes my investigation o f the literature concerning the
generally recognizable stages of A lzheim er’s disease, which include both
biological and social elements.

Noting the biological and social elements o f

A lzheim er’s disease will lead to a better understanding o f the dynamics o f adult
day care settings for A lzheim er’s clients.

Both biological and social elements

arc involved in the construction o f theories

involving A lzheim er’s disease, as

well as in approaches to understanding and assisting people afflicted by the
ailment.

Finally I will consider how the difficulties o f Alzheimer’s disease are

addressed in adult day care settings.
As Zarit indicates, nursing homes are not the primary answ er for
people with degenerative diseases such as A lzheim er’s.
institutionalization

“ financially

ruinous” for the

Not only is total

caregiver,

but often

nursing

homes are not reimbursed enough to provide the quality of care that
A lzheim er’s clients need (1985a:

2). In addition, even finding a nursing home

facility that will consider taking an A lzheim er’s client for care can be
difficult (Zarit et al. 1985b:

199).

If an A lzheim er’s individual is placed in a nursing home, he often has
difficulty keeping up with routines, and, as a

result, is physically or

chemically restrained so as to be more easily manageable.

This is not in the

best interest of either the A lzheim er’s individual or the caregivers.
Sometimes, problems

that arise are the result o f the purpose and guidelines

the institution (Zarit 1985a).

of

Nursing homes are developed prim arily to take
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care o f medical problems, and as a result, have specific regulations
concerning staff and care.

Most o f the time, though, “the care that dem entia

patients require is not medical, but social” (Zarit et al. 1985b:

200).

Zarit and

his colleagues argue that the ideal situation, then, would be one which designs
a special environm ent to m inim ize

the individual’s problem s,

staff who are warm and com passionate toward
individuals (1985b:

200).

while

hiring

the cognitively im paired

Adult day care settings are best suited to provide

such a situation.
Although adult day care program s have always served clients who
suffer from dementias, in the 1980s specialized programs for dem entia day
care cam e into existence (Lindeman, Corby, Downing and Sanborn 1991).
These facilities address two distinct issues that differentiate them from other
adult day cares:

whether o r not an activity program can work because of the

conditions arising from A lzheim er’s disease (poor concentration, lack of
recent memory, short attention spans) and whether o r not the staff has the
right to make choices for the A lzheim er’s individual (Lindeman et al. 1991:
8 8 ).

A lzheim er’s disease affects both the individual and the caregiver.

The

caregiver must be aware o f the stages through which the A lzheim er’s
individual is progressing and adjust

accordingly while, at the same time,

dealing with the social responses to

the disease. For example,

individual slowly loses all ability to recognize those around him.

an A lzheim er’s
So while the

A lzheim er’s individual requires constant care, the task becomes even more
burdensom e as a once personal relationship is com pletely depersonalized.
Adult day care, an under examined area in academic literature, is both the most
recent and increasingly popular way in which our society might best address
and care for individuals with A lzheim er’s disease.
H aving looked at total insitution theory and its practical application for
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the dependent elderly in terms o f nursing hom es, I have proposed the
question o f w hether adult day care can be considered a total institution.

To

address this question, we must first explore the history o f institutions such as
almouses and nursing homes, leading eventually to a discussion o f the history
o f adult day care.
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CHAPTER THREE
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

An individual’s life span “can be viewed as a continuous series of
transitions from one im portant life-state to the next im portant life-state”
(Nussbaum 1993:

237).

This section will explore the time o f some elderly

individual’s lives when they arc no longer able to care for them selves and are
forced to receive care from other sources.

To understand the elderly as a

distinct group, one must first analyze the reasons and history behind the
creation o f facilities which provided care for the elderly who were in need of
supervision.

Stephen

Katz

argues

that three

periods—pre-n in eteen th

early to m id-nineteenth century, and late nineteenth and early

century,

tw entieth

centuries—helped establish the elderly as a “special population” w hile at the
same time creating the old age home as an institution (1992:

209).

historical progression began with the total institutional (G offm an

The
1961;

Foucault 1965) settings o f alms houses and then nursing homes and, presently,
offers an alternative, non-institutional type o f care, adult day care centers.

A lm sh o u se s

P re -N in e te e n th

C entury

Prior to the nineteenth century, relief for any individual was alm ost
exclusively a function o f the Church, as with the monasteries in medieval
times.

The belief o f the time was that begging brought about charity and

charity brought about salvation.

In England, with the m ercantilist economy

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, begging, food riots, vagrancy, and
population mobility increased significantly.

To combat these problem s, a

27
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series o f legal statues were passed between 1521-1576 (Katz 1992: 209) to outlaw
begging, vagrancy, and other problem s associated with dire poverty.

Katz

refers to the Poor Law of 1601 as being the final poor law statue which
produced

revenue for three groups—children, the able-bodied, and the

infirm —obviously, the elderly population spanned the last two categories.

In

effect, this law made it a crime to beg, and social order was ensured by
politicized relief (1992:

210).

This was the first time that the elderly

individuals themselves became devalued outside o f the home because this law
em phasized the type of person rather than the quality o f the souls.
The growing American population was m ore rural and younger than
the English population, but nonetheless, A m ericans duplicated the
establishm ent of the almshouse or poorhouse.

Almshouses were the public

poor houses o f colonial America and were the “ first American warehouses for
the old and sick” (Moss and Halamandaris 1977:

5).

For Katz, the United States

alm shouse was an “indoor” space (w ithin the institution) which could provide
forms o f food, clothing, employment, and limited medical care.

This was a

place where the able bodied poor could work in order to receive support and
was intended as a temporary, last resort (1992:

210).

As Moss and Halamandaris

suggest, “Survival in colonial America dem anded strong, healthy adults; it
tended to exclude the very young and the very old” (1977:

254).

Almshouses

reflected the strict Puritan traditions o f early Americans who envisioned a
wrathful God and who believed illness and poverty were visible signs of
punishment from God (Katz 1977:

5).

Even though most o f the elderly persons

were cared for in their own homes, the Poor Law and almshouses not only
established an administrative basis for dealing with the elderly in the
nineteenth century, but also initiated feelings o f isolation for those elderly
individuals

subsum ed

within

such

institutions.
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Early to M id-19th Century
The predom inant social policy o f the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries was to isolate the aged and sick from society (M oss and Halamandaris
1977:

5).

Even so, in the early to mid-nineteenth century, American

almshouse system changed dram atically,

largely due to the increase in the

number of people on welfare and a rise

in county and state poor taxes. These

facts forced a reconsideration o f the problem s o f poverty and reform.

This was

the first time that individuals argued for support only for individuals inside
institutions (Katz 1992:

211).

throughout the United States.

Thus, there was an explosion o f almshouses
Other institutions

o f reform joined this

explosion, creating what Katz termed an “ institutional explosion” (1992:
Throughout this grow th o f institutions,

211).

a resentment, especially for

im m igrant paupers, developed, as did the governm ent’s position that poverty
and unem ploym ent were behavioral problem s which could be cured simply
through the enforcem ent o f hard labor.

Nineteenth century America was in

the transition from an agrarian nation to an industrial nation largely due to
the immigration at the turn o f the century.

The city became the focus o f life,

and as a result, the role of elderly people in society was “undercut” (Moss and
Halamandaris 1977:

6).

For the elderly, reform and hard work were not going

to modify behavior, since their institutionalization
than of misfortune (Katz 1992:

211).

Finally, in

was a result of old age more
the 1830’s, as relief

institutions became more concerned with the dilemmas o f reform, people
began to realize that the eld erly ’s problem s were distinctly age-related.
the reformers claimed to know what was best for the elderly population
because they recognized the uselessness o f almshouse reform for elderly
individuals (Katz 1977: 212).
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Late Nineteenth to Early Tw entieth Century
The late nineteenth and early tw entieth centuries recognized the great
failure o f alm shouses to solve the problem s o f poverty and dependency.
Reform groups lobbied to remove from alm shouses individuals who needed
greater m edical care of stricter supervision.
population in the almshouses to rise.

This process caused the elderly

Katz reports that the proportion of

inmates 65-plus years of age grew from 9 percent in 1829 to 15 percent in
1855-1859, and to 37 percent in 1880-1886.

Furthermore, between 1880-1923,

the total alm shouse population fell, w hile the elderly population within
almshouses rem ained relatively stable (1992:
perhaps the elderly

212).

This seems to suggest that

were left in the deteriorating almshouse system because

there was no other societal solution fo r the problem atic elderly population.

As

Katz states, “their care continued to be prem ised on the almshouse ethos of
punitive reform and minimal charity" (1992:

213).

By the early twentieth century, the alm shouse was the institutional
enviom m ent for the elderly in general, since they constituted the majority of
its residents and since their needs to some extent justified the institution’s
continued existence.
dependent,

infirm ,

These almshouses brought to light the elderly as “ a poor,
incapacitated,

unproductive,

differentiated population ” (Katz 1992:

213).

unreform able,

and

W ith these labels also came the

social pressures o f the 1920’s which, along with the state’s welfare laws, began
to slowly force the almshouses out o f existence (Moss and Halamandaris 1977:
254).

The “poor houses’’ which were usually public facilities were in bad

condition; thus, the reform movement pushed individuals from the public eye
into private homes.

What happened in the m ajority o f cases, though, was the

creation of old age homes in place o f alm shouses due to the dramatic increase
o f elderly people and the decrease o f other groups.

By the early twentieth
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century, then, there was a clear definition o f the purposes o f the remaining
almshouses and the newly created old age homes, asylums, and hospitals (Moss
and Halamandaris 1977:

254).

N ursing

Homes ^

There are a variety o f names and definitions for the widely used
expression, “nursing hom e” , with

the similarity between all

the terms being

the provision o f meals and a place

to stay (Jones 1982: 39).Some other phrases

for nursing home include, old people’s home, home for the aged, personal care
home, boarding home, rest home, custodial care home, long-term care facility,
skilled nursing facility, and interm ediate care facility.

W ith such a variety o f

names, it is fair to say that nursing homes have become a “ Very visible part o f
the institutional and health care areas of the United States” (Dunlop 1979:

S o cietal

1).

Influences

The origin o f nursing homes themselves was not only a result o f the
evolution o f almshouses, but can be related to the incredible increase in the
elderly population during the tw entieth century.

The great increase resulted

in changed social patterns (Moss and Halamandaris 1977:
became the focus o f everyday life, it was
three generational fam ilies within

5).

As the city

increasingly d ifficult to support

a more urban setting. The extended

familial disolvement was also related to the need

to move for

individuals to

travel from city to city to follow industrial employment and the increased
mobility allowed by the nature o f the automobile.

As these historical changes

occurred, the role o f the elderly person within the family was further
displaced and devalued.

Thus, the issue of who was going to care for them

became more o f an issue.

Nursing homes were one such place where elderly
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individuals in need o f care could receive necessary supervision.
The real explosion in nursing home grow th has been shown to occur
mainly in the decade o f the 1960’s.^

According to Dunlop, between 1963 and

1973, the number of nursing home beds in the nation grew from 510,180 to
1,107,358 (1979;

1).

In this period, the “deinstitutionalization movement” was

one o f the reasons contributing to the growth.
num ber o f elderly individuals

People wanted to reduce the

in mental institutions because

they felt that

care in a natural or normal environm ent was more therapeutic (Dunlop 1979:
37).

To aid this process, people either diverted the elderly to other settings at

the screening point o f the elderly individual’s placem ent, or elderly
individuals themselves in m ental institutions were removed and placed back
into the community (Dunlop 1979:

37).

The form er was done because people

thought that the only reason most elderly inm ates were in the mental
institution was because they were placed at these facilities when their was no
oth er

option

available.

It should be noted that
desirable, attractive institution

nursing homes have not usually been seen as
throughout history.

This was most evident

a
in

the 1960s when nursing homes not only acquired a negative image, but horror
stories o f nursing home abuse abounded.
injury

Such stories involved physical

to patients, neglect, unauthorized use o f restraints, mishandling of

resident’s funds and unsafe facilities, to name a few (Jones 1982:

32).

Most

appropriately, Jones com mented that, “In a society which treasures eternal
youth, we view nursing homes as undesirable places, much like the poor
houses o f yesteryear” (1982:

35).

This negative image would disappear,

how ever, with the advent o f regulatory congressional legislation in the mid60s.
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L eg isla tiv e

In flu en c es

The 1873 establishment o f C onnecticut’s Board of Charities is the first
know precursor to the legislative establishm ent o f nursing hom es.

The real

advent, however, was in 1935, when the Social Security Act was passed by
Congress in an attempt to provide financial security for elderly individuals
and in doing so, also provide a measure o f independence to elderly people as
well (Jones 1982:

31).

Because of the overwhelming reaction to this

which was largely due to the

horrible conditions o f the

bill,

alm shouses. Congress

had to bar the payment o f federal old age assistance funds to individuals
housed in public institutions (Moss and Halamandaris 1977:

6).

The federal

government hoped to encourage the elderly to live at home or with foster
families.

The overall effect, though, was the displacement o f thousands of

elderly individuals from public facilities to privately owned for-profit
boarding homes.

These facilities began to add nurses and hence the

“nursing homes” originated (Moss

and Halam andaris 1977; 6).

term,

By the raid

1950s, the number o f nursing homes had grown substantially and licensing of
these facilities was common practice (Moss and Halamandaris 1977:

255).

This

was probably due to the 1959 Congressional action which allowed the Federal
Housing A dm inistration (FHA) to guarantee loans to proprietary nursing
homes.

Under this bill. The FHA could guarantee seventy five percent o f the

mortgages (Jones 1982:

43).

The next big growth came in 1965 with the advent o f M edicare and
M edicaid, which transform ed the nursing hom e system from an enterprise to
an industry (Moss and Halamandaris 1977:

255).

Medicaid strives to provide

assistance to those who are unable to afford regular medical care.
elderly individuals can be classified under this category.

Some

M edicare, on the

other hand, strictly provides assistance to the aged who are in need o f medical
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attention.

Overall, these enactments allow ed “the continuation o f an

established pattern o f rapid growth [among the elderly] because o f their
encouragem ent o f more generous reim bursem ent” (Dunlop 1979:

C lassificatio n

2).

Schem es

N ursing homes are classified based on federal reim bursem ent rates
which are established because o f the level o f nursing care provided.
Presently there are three long term care levels which can operate with or
w ithout providing nursing options:

skilled

facility, and personal-care homes (Jones

nursing facility,

1982:

interm ediate-care

39).

A skilled nursing facility is the level that provides the most services.
Usually twenty four hour care is available and
provided.

rehabilitation services are

F or those residents who need less care, the interm ediate-care

facility is an option.

In addition, this type o f facility does not necessarily have

toprovide regular services o f registered nurses.

The

personal-care homes is

a

type o f long term care facility which only provides personal assistance such
as bathing.

It differs from the others in that it does not have to provide

registered nurses (Jones 1982:

40).

Adult Day Care
The National Institute on Adult Day Care (NIAD) defined adult day care as
A generic term for a variety o f program s, each providing a gamut
of services. These services range from social and health related to the
provision o f active rehabilitation and physical and mental health
care.
Various terminology is applied to day care: day treatm ent, day health
services, psychiatric day treatm ent, therapeutic center, and day
hospital.
It is coordinated with, and relates to, other agencies and
services such as senior centers, in-hom e services, and institutional and
hospital care.
Adult day care is also health and social services for
disabled older persons. (Gelfand 1982: 51)
Adult day care is not another type o f institution; rather it has emerged along
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side nursing homes.

Historically, day care for the elderly in the United States

as been influenced by the British day hospital program s (Lindeman, Corby,
Downing, and Sanborn 1991:

4).

In the United States, the first geriatric day

care hospital was under the auspices o f the M eniger Clinic in
(Jones 1982:

14).

Historically, day care for the elderly has been thought to

emerge during one o f two time periods.
Glenner 1988/1989:

Kansas in 1947

The first is the late 1950s (Glenner and

2) when adult day care was a response to the Great

Depression and the model for institutional social w elfare services.

In contrast

is the belief that adult day care began in the 1970s as an alternative to
institutionalization (Lindeman et al 1991:
1991:

139).

4; Lawton, Brody, and Saperstein

Regardless of the dates, adult day care emerged as a response to an

economic burden and the caregiver’s burden.

W ith the shift o f American

families from extended to nuclear, the responsibility o f who was going to care
for the elderly individual became an issue for a first tim e because, previously,
members o f the extended family has shared responsibility.

The nuclear

family, by definition, was sm aller, with fewer individuals to share the same
responsibilities.

Adult day care became a viable option because caregivers

could drop o ff their loved ones for “ a relatively long duration” (Lawton et al.
1991:

96), six to eight hours, and know that their loved one was being

socialized and stim ulated while they ran errands o r simply took a break from
the obligation of caring for another person (Kirwin 1985/1986:

62).

In

addition, adult day care was a more affordable option as compared to a nursing
home (Lawton et al.:

96).

H istorical

O verview

A lthough these are all reasons why adult day care developed, it was not
until the governm ent became involved that action to form these centers
actually began.

The first big push for adult day care came in 1972 with an
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am endm ent to the Social Security Act.

The Secretary o f Health, Education, and

W elfare stated that the United States should “Establish an experim ental
program to provide [adult] day care services, which consist o f such personal
care, supervision, and service as the secretary shall by regulation prescribe”
(Harder, Gomick and Burt 1991:

417-8; Jones 1982:

14).

This was the first time

that a public official had made it a priority to look into day care for adults as a
solution to the increasing demands of an elderly population.
In the wake o f this amendment, from 1972 to 1974, public funding
agencies supported research program s and trial adult day care centers.

In

1974, the Department o f Health, Education, and W elfare identified fifteen adult
day care programs in the United States (W eissert, Elston, M usliner, and Mutran
1986:

417).

In the following year. Congress passed Title XX, the Social Services

Amendm ent to the Social Security Act, which stated that it would be a national
priority to develop ambulatory care and prevention o f prem ature o r
inappropriate institutionalization for dependent and elderly.
care o f elderly residents was pushed to the forefront.

Once again, the

Perhaps the biggest

im pact came in 1979 with the establishment o f the National Institute o f Adult
Day Care.

For the first time, there was a nationally-recognized group that

addressed the growing concerns o f the elderly population and that started to
take an active role in issues facing elderly Americans.

In the follow ing year,

1980, Congress held its first hearing on adult day care programs.

Then, in

1982, the National Institute o f Adult Day Care conducted national surveys of
adult day

centers.

Statistically, the growth o f adult day centers has been exponential.
1971, there were three adult day centers.

Later, in 1978, this figure jum ped to

three-hundred (Harder, G om ick and Burt 1991:
that in

In

417).

Other figures suggest

1980 there were two thousand one-hundred adult day centers

nationw ide (Reifler, Henry, Sherrill, Ashbury and Bedford 1992:

199).
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Furthermore, the largest percentage o f grow th in adult day cares in their
history in the United States occurred between the years o f 1981 and 1986 (Wood
1989;

521).

C lassificatio n

Schem e

As with nursing homes, classification o f adult day care is also dependent
upon licensing and reim bursem ent requirem ents.

There are different kinds

of care that are categorized under the broad heading of adult day care.
first type is respite care.

The

Under this system, one or more services are designed

to provide caregivers with temporary periods of relief from caregiving duties
associated with cognitively and health-im paired individuals (Law ton et al.
1989; Kosoloski and Montgomery 1993:
home or at centers.

406).

These types o f services can be in-

Individuals provide relief on a t e m p o r a r y

basis;

thus, this

type o f service is not meant to be for long periods of time, day after day.
The second type is residual care.
welfare institutions exist to make up

Residual formulation is when social

for the inability of the family and the

market economy to provide for the individual’s needs (Gelfand 1982:

49).

When residual care is viewed as temporary, such as respite care, the problem
is that most people think of residual care as a substitute and since residual care
is social welfare, it carries the stigma o f charity.

Once this type o f formulation

is placed under an institutional concept, however, the stigm a dissipates and
the social welfare services are viewed as the normal standards that meet the
needs of individuals throughout their lives.
residual and institutional.
be the

result o f

In this way, residual care is both

Being both residual and institutional could possibly

staff members who have worked hard to bring the program

beyond its mere definition and down

to the actual clients.

Residual care occurs

under the adult day care heading when individuals use the assistance to attend
adult day care on a regular basis.
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Institutional care is the last variety.

It is different from the other two

because individuals spend all their time at these facilities.

Adult day care fits

into this model because at certain institutions, some clients are allowed to
participate in adult day care during the daytim e, especially if a hospital has
both institutional care and adult day care in the same place.

In this instance,

adult day care provides a chance for contact with other elderly people outside
o f the institutional setting.
There are also two forms o f public regulation which affect how the
adult day cares are run, what type of facilities exist, what services are
provided, and what qualifications staff m em bers need to work at certain
centers (Weissert et. al. 1988:

56).

The first is licensing and the second is

certification.
Licensing facilities ensure the w ell-being and safety o f persons served
(W eissert et. al. 1988:

56).

These centers emphasize such structural

com ponents as lighting, ground conditions, num ber of toilets, and building
capacity.

Licensed centers also heavily stress compliance with health and

safety codes and food preparation guidelines.
license is the

The advantage to obtaining a

fact that it grants an organization “permission to provide

services which would otherwise be unlawful” (W eissert et. al. 1988:
course, along with this
m aintaining a
and monitoring.

54).

Of

advantage com es the responsibility o f obtaining and

minimum level o f com petence which is enforced by

sanctions

The basic argument for this form of regulation is that the

structure influences the process o f care, and that, in turn, influences the
effect of care on health status and other outcomes (Weissert et. al. 1988:

52).

Certification, on the other hand, is designed to “establish rules for
reimbursement”
em phasize

the

(Weissert et. al. 1988:

56).

Certified adult day care centers

program content, tran sp o rtatio n

requirem ents, and minimum service per day.

services,

personnel

The reason a center would
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choose to be certified is because certification is required for a num ber of
different kinds o f funding, m ainly federal, such as M edicaid.
Adult day care is a very popular solution to both the time demands and
the m onetary dem ands associated w ith the caregiving role.

Even though adult

day care is not full-time, day and night, financially, adult day care is less
expensive than institutions and chronic care facilities.

A dult day cares also

provide opportunities for the caregivers to get away from their role and even
to work if they desire.

If the caregiver is able to work, then the monetary

concerns are further minimized.

The types and characteristics o f adult day

centers vary, but the overall goal is the same;

to provide periods o f relief for

the caregivers when they know that their loved one is being cared for,
exercises

are com pleted and supervised activities occur.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ADULT DAY CARE AND TOTAL INSTITUTION THEORY
In theory, adult day care is not a total institution; however, in practice,
adult day care still retains some o f the qualities of a total institution.

There is a

compromise because in an adult day care setting, the atmosphere is one which
stresses the integration o f previously m arginalized people in society—in this
case, the aged.

In com parison is the previously-held notion of institutions as a

visible form o f oppression which m arginalized bodies by placing them in
specific institutions.

As I will discuss below, the total institution theory

proposed by Goffman (1961), when applied to adult day care, is not invalid;
rather, adult day care significantly reduces the characteristics of a total
institution while, at the same time, retains the structure o f a formal
organization.
Goffman defined a total institution as a "place o f residence and work
where a large num ber o f like-situated individuals, cut o ff from the wider
society for an appreciable period o f time, together lead an enclosed, formally
administered round of life" (1961:

xiii).

He then further delineated his

definition by discussing five types o f total institutions, providing exam ples for
each.

They are:
[1] places to care for people who are harmless and incapable such as old
age homes, [2] places for people who are thought to be a threat to a
community and incapable o f looking after them selves such as
individuals in mental hospitals, [3] places to protect the community
against "intentional danger" with the welfare o f the people in this type
o f institution as secondary, exam ples being ja ils and concentration
camps, [4] places established for some "work-like instrum ental task"
such as boarding schools and, finally, [5] places that are "retreats from
the world," such as abbeys and monasteries.

(1961:

4-5)^

40
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Regardless o f the setting, the key point is that in total institutional settings,
”[T]he handling o f many human needs is a necessary and effective means of
social organization in all circumstances" (Goffman 1961:

6).

In a way, then,

total institutions and adult day cares share the fact that they are both hybrid
models having as one component form al organizations, but they differ in
respect to the other integral part.

F or total institutions, a residential setting is

the other element, while for adult day cares, the model is a day-to-day based
s e ttin g .
As was previously mentioned,
care, as opposed to total institutions

adult day care isa day-to-day place of
which encompass all aspects o f an

individual's life in one place and under the same authority.

Individuals in an

adult day care setting always have some other permanent place to return to at
the end o f the day.

Because of this fact, individuals at adult day care centers

are referred to as "clients," em phasizing the social aspect o f adult day care and
preserving the m oral dignity of individuals.
the term

In contrast, nursing homes use

"patient," reflecting their m edical em phasis, while also connoting

institutional qualities such as that all individuals m ust follow pre-established
rules

and be expected to act like all the other patients in the institution.

This is

what

Goffman term s the "encompassing tendencies" of total institutions (1961:

4); that is, an institution eventually controls the tim e and interest o f every
person in that type o f setting in the same manner as every other individual.
conform ity is created through the process o f institutionalization itself.

A

As

Goffman says, "Institutions like mental hospitals are o f the 'total' kind, in the
sense that the inm ate lives all the aspects o f his life on the premises in close
company o f others who are similarly cut off from the wider world" (1961:

203).

In adult day care, the basic schema is institutional in that arrival, meal, and
departure times are carefully controlled by staff members.

Each client is

monitored in so far as a list is kept to record his arrival and departure time.
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On the other hand, adult day care centers em phasize the individuality o f
each client.

Instead of providing only one activity at a time, as is usually the

case in institutions, at adult day cares a great deal is happening at any
particular tim e—in fact,

the center is intended for activity and variety.

At

any

given time, several small group exercises m ight be occurring sim ultaneously.
For exam ple;
As I looked out across the man room, Jennifer, the activity director, was
leading an arts and craft project for a handful o f clients. Emily, a
program aide, was busy painting ceram ics with other clients and Dawn,
another program

aide, was

playing games with different c l i e n t s . ^

Although entrance into an adult day care center is not always entirely
voluntary, for the most part, adult day care centers strive to make the
transition easier by designing a place geared tow ard interaction and activity
for older adults who require supervision during the day.

It is a unique

community setting where adults are allowed tim e to adjust to their new role.
make this transition easier, Sunrise A dult Day Care
another client who has similar interest and abilities.

pairs each new

To

client with

In addition, the staff

keep an extra eye on the new clients and try to specifically draw these
individuals into activities.

This philosophy directly addresses the three

unpleasant approaches Goffman envisions

for individuals

who must

be

in s titu tio n a liz e d :
1.
2.
3.

Individual is threatened or implored by family.
Individual is forced by police escort.
Individual is under m isapprehension purposely induced by others.
(1961: 133)

In each o f the above situations, the individual is put into an institution against
his will.

In addition, in total institutions, "patients" are expected to make

immediate adjustm ents to their past, present, and personal lives as soon as they
enter the institution (Goffman 1961, Gubrium 1975, Fontana 1977, Shield 1988).
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As a resident makes a clean break with the past, he relinquishes personal
belongings such as furniture and his driver's license.

He also, because o f the

totality o f institutional life, often loses contact with his friends, or the outside
w o rld .
Such drastic adjustm ents and life changes are not necessary for clients
o f adult day care centers.

Many of the clients at Sunrise Adult Day Care no

longer have a valid driver's license and even if they did, would not have been
allowed to drive, but since they are participating in a non-institutional
environm ent, they were never forced into giving up th eir "identity kits"
(Goffman 1961:

20).

Whereas Goffman posits that individuals are often put

into an institution against their will, most o f the clients at Sunrise Adult Day
Care made their own choice only after spending a trial period at the center.
In both a total institution and adult day care, space is used as a m atter of
social control.

However, in an adult day care, the staff organizes space

according to specific activities.

For exam ple, at Sunrise Adult Day Care, clients

sat in the music room the hour before lunch so that the lunch staff could set
tables without client interference.

Also, the specific spaces at most adult day

cares are designed to have a more com fortable, relaxed feeling to each room.
Each room at Sunrise Adult Day Care has comfy reclining chairs around the
periphery.

In addition, two of the three rooms are carpeted with the exception

being the room where lunch and snacks are served.

Each wall is tastefully

decorated with pictures o f staff and various other drawings.
Total institutions,
furniture in private parts

though, are notvery concerned with decor or types of
o f the facility.

Instead, they focus on having

"appropriate" public spaces—visiting rooms, exam ples o f patient's
which are more like the

outside world—to dem onstrate to visitors that the

facility is a decent place in which to have their loved one reside.
termed this "institutional

rooms

display" (1961:

101).

Goffman

This "institutional display"
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most evident in two instances.

The first occurs when visitors come:

the

institution is m iraculously spruced up, though the m om ent guests leave,
decorations are immediately taken down.

The second is when caregivers visit

the institution and request to see a patient room.
which the staff has constructed.

Visitors are shown a room

This is an unrealistic portrayal as these

rooms are better than the actual patient rooms for in the patient rooms, there
are no cheerful rugs, flowers, o r pictures which the institutional has provided
for the guest rooms.
interfere with the

Staff o f institutions try to ensure that outsiders do not

institution.

One way this is achieved is to show

places that conform to outside standards.

guests

The general em phasis in total

institutions

is the effectiveness o f a particular space, the exception being

few public

spaces, rather than the decor.

the

It is the reverse for adult day cares.

For example, after returning from a week vacation, I noticed that Sunrise
Adult Day Care had repainted and recarpeted.

When I asked the activity

director why this was done, she replied, “To give it m ore o f a home-like
atm osphere.”

Furtherm ore, during the holiday season,

five artificial

Christmas trees were assembled, decorated, and placed throughout the center.
A difference between interactions among staff and clients at adult day
cares and the staff and patients in total institutions also exists.

Staff members

at adult day care centers are more likely to stress interaction and integration
through activities and staff involvement.

In addition, staff members are also

encouraged to interact with clients on a one-to-one basis w henever possible.
This became evident in my interviews with staff members, since each person
emphasized the im portance of touch and affection as im portant tools when
interacting with clients.

Because of the personal contact, staff at adult day

care centers are m ore likely to show emotions;

how ever, they still maintain

some type o f em otional distance due to the nature of their job.

The advantage

is that because adult day care is only a daily situation, both the staff members
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and clients are able to keep certain em otions from surfacing during their time
at the adult day care center.

At the opposite extrem e are the relations between

sta ff members and patients at institutions.

Goffm an contends that there is a

huge chasm between patients and staff, what he terms "incompatibility" (1961:
11).

At adult day care, there is compatibility and connectedness as is evident

by the former receptionist o f Sunrise Adult Day Care who, because of
A lzheim er’s disease, gradually became a client.
Not only do the majority o f employees at total institutions keep an
em otional distance from patients, but also there is a hierarchy created, in that
patients are always expected to defer to staff.
sta ff members rank above patients.

The result is a situation in which

There is an im plicit assumption operating

w ithin the staff’s interpretive scheme in that s ta ff in total institutions assume
that when a person enters the institution, he m ust be the type o f person the
institution is set up to handle.

There is an im m ediate "automatic identification

process" (Goffman 1961:

In such a situation, the model becomes staff-

centered,

instead

of

84).

client-centered.

This is not the situation at the Sunrise Adult Day Care because the center
strives to break the staff to client hierarchy and make the clients feel that
th eir concerns and problems are o f primary im portance.
through

one-to-one

interactions

and

upholding

the

This is achieved

general

perception

that

each client is unique and different in his ow n w ay—even if, as the typologies
suggest, this might not be the case.
Lastly, adult day care differs from total institutions in the manner in
w hich clients interact with other clients.

One o f the prim ary goals o f adult

day care is the provision o f activities that foster friendship networks among
other clients who share sim ilar interests at the adult day care center.

Rather

than destroy a personal sense o f self, adult day care seeks to highlight
individuality.

Still, groups do form based on exclusion o f other clients, but this
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is achieved through client preference and not through staff activities.

In

total institutional settings, Goffman argued that there is a loss o f personal
identity which leads to a loss o f self, as a result o f the inherent power
structure.

In o rder to gain back some o f their personal identity, patients will

often turn to "secondary adjustments" (Goffman 1961:

54).

This is when an

inmate "knows the ropes" or knows how to access illegal m aterials such as
cigarettes.

So, instead of a fratem alization process, in a total institution, there

is a power structure created among patients according to th eir individual
access to illegal m aterials.
Although adult day care has a formal organization, it is not a total
institution in the Goffmanian sense o f the term.

The only basic sim ilarity is

that some types o f total institutions, especially nursing homes and adult day
care centers, are places that provide care for elderly individuals.

As a result, a

new theory needs to be developed that addresses both the unique
characteristics o f adult day care and the fragm ented mix o f clients who attend
adult day care.

Such a theory would be based upon integrative principles

rather than elem ents

o f exclusion.
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CHAPTER FIVE
METHODOjOGY

Given that the ultimate aim o f my research was to construct a typology
o f clients at Sunrise Adult Day Care, ^ I realized that a quantitative approach,
such as adm inistering surveys, would be problem atic.

The cognitive and

physical disabilities o f most clients would likely yield unreliable results:

the

clients either would not be able to complete such surveys, or would likely
provide inaccurate or incoherent responses.

Thus, the research method in

this thesis was interpretive, framed within the sym bolic interactionist
tradition which operates on three assumptions about the nature o f the social
world.

They are:
1.
2.
3.

Human beings act toward things on the basis of the meanings things
have for them.
Meaning for such things arises out of the social interaction that one
has with one’s fellows.
M eanings are handled and modified through an interpretive process
used by a person in dealing with the things he encounters. (Blumer
1969: 2)

In other words, humans must interpret the world in order to understand it.
Humans also com m unicate through their interpretations, and every form o f
com munication is symbolic.

On the basis of these assumptions, and in order to

gain an in-depth understanding o f the clients within the adult day care
setting, I engaged in the role o f participant observer at Sunrise Adult Day Care
Center for a period o f nine months.
different types o f clients

through

Such a role allowed for a focus on the
their com m unication

and

interpretive

patterns which, in effect, are how they are classified.

P a rticip an t
By

definition,

O bservation

participant observation

is:

47
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[T]hat method in which the observer participates in the daily life o f the
people under study, either openly in the role o f researcher o r covertly
in som e disguised role, observing things that happen, listening to what
is said, and questioning people, over some length o f time. (B ecker and
G reer 1957, p. 28)
As the researcher enters the field, he m ust decide what type o f participant
observer role he wants to assume, because, as Gold (1958) outlined in his
naturalistic typology, there are four m odes researchers can use to gather data:
the

com plete

particip an t,

the

p articip an t-as-o b serv er,

th e

o b serv er-as-

participant, and the complete observer (A dler and Adler 1994:

379).

The

observational role the researcher chooses is based on stages o f the research
process, the various settings, and the relationship o f the researcher to the
subjects (Adler and Adler 1994:

379).

As participant-as-observer, my status in the field the first two to four
weeks involved openly
of my choosing.

interacting, observing,

and particip atin g

in

activities

During that time 1 was making a conscious effort to meet the

staff, learn the clients’ names, and observe their daily routines.

A fter I had

been at Sunrise Adult Day Care for approximately two m onths, how ever, my
role changed in that everyone at the center (clients and staff) began treating
me as if I was a staff member.

Instead o f solely observing, I began to do simple

tasks that activity aides usually performed, such as assisting a client to the
restroom.

My new duties were a direct result of my continuous presence at

Sunrise Center.

I still maintained the role of observer, but I did my

observations in conjunction with a partial membership role instead o f that of
an outsider.

It was essential for me to become actively involved in activities so

as to more easily establish trust and rapport with both the staff and clients.

A ccessing

the

Setting

In order to proceed with the research, the participant m ust gain access
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to the setting.

The process o f “getting in” varies according to what group one

is interested in studying (Fontana and Frey 1994, p. 366).

Since I chose to study

an organizational setting, I gained access by first contacting the director o f
Sunrise Adult Day Care.

This proved to be a relatively easy task, since the

director was a good friend o f my professor.

After meeting to discuss my

research framework with the director, my entrance into the daily routine o f
the center was made easier because the director introduced me to all the staff
and assigned the activity director as the person directly responsible for
making sure my research was carried out in the manner 1 desired.
Jennifer—the

In a way,

activity director—becam e my inform ant as she not only

answered my initial questions, but also helped me establish rapport with the
other

aides.
A nother reason my entrance into the research setting was relatively

smooth was because Sunrise Adult Day Care was a site for a previous
sociological study and the staff were accustomed to outside people coming to
the center for observational purposes.

As a result, individual contact with

each activity aide was established within a week.

Having gained access to the

center and staff, though, 1 still had to individually negotiate my contact with
each elderly client at the adult day care.

G aining

Trust

D eveloping trust is another m ajor problem facing a participant
observer as he gains access to his subjects.

In my setting, establishing trust

with the staff was not a significant issue since they were not only interested
in my research problem, but also understood the nature o f my study.

Any

doubts the staff had were alleviated through conversations in which 1
answered questions about the relationship between my work at Sunrise Adult
Day Care and my work at the university.
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Gaining the trust o f the clients was a much m ore difficult task.
W henever a client would ask what I was doing at the center, I would be
straightforward and tell him or her that I was doing research for an academic
endeavor in my area o f specialization, aging.

The only follow-up question I

received from some o f the higher functioning clients was what degree I was
working toward.

For m ost clients this was all they needed to know and

thereafter they would freely communicate with me as best they could.
clients, however, were wary o f my presence.

Other

I usually established their trust

through repeated attem pts to engage them in conversation.

Sometimes,

though, with the most suspicious clients, trust was established unintentionally.
For example, Barry was a client who never participated in group activities and
sat in his wheelchair reading all day.

His file did not reveal any medical

problem s, but despite repeated contact attempts, he never said anything to me.
This changed one day only by virtue of a t-shirt I wore to the center.

Barry

recognized the picture o f the place on my t-shirt and suddenly had memories
to share with me.

Everyday after this Barry made sure to talk to me while I

observed and assisted at Sunrise Adult Day Care.

G athering

Data

So far my discussion has centered on ways in which a participant
observer initiates a study.

The main issue, though, is the gathering of data.

1

used a grounded theory approach (Glasser and Strauss 1967) to identify a
pattern inductively and then confirm or qualify this pattern.

The research

was inductive in that general theories began to em erge from my observations
and interactions with staff and clients.

Through these observations and

interactions, along with the constant review o f previously gathered field
notes, a typology of clients was developed.

As a participant observer, I noticed

differences among clients in terras o f their needs, attributes, and
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characteristics.

I checked

the reliability and validity o f my categories and

inform ation against the ideas o f my
activity director.

inform ant,

in this case, Jennifer, the

I also checked my inform ation against that o f the activity

aides who were very receptive to my research.
som etim es had different insights from what ray

What I found was that they
research had revealed.

For

exam ple, one receptionist. Marge, always openly shared with me “ secrets”
about other clients.

Once when 1 shared her stories with the activity director

and aides, I found out that M arge’s stories were not always accurate and that
she had recently been diagnosed with a form o f dementia.
I also conducted unstructured interview s with the
determ ine the staff’s perception of clients and how this
treatm ent.

staff m em bers to
affected client

In addition, the interviews provided feedback in determ ining how

the categorization o f clients affected the staff’s treatm ent of the individuals at
the adult day care center.

For instance, after asking what type o f tasks the

em ployees were involved in

on

an open-ended, unstructured

interview

clients.

a daily basis, I then drew the staff m em ber into
about the different classifications

of

Besides listening to the staff members, I also observed the non-verbal

elem ents of the interviewees because as Fontana and Frey point out:

these

“are very important for the researcher and the researched alike, because
nonverbal com munication both informs and sets the tone for the interview ”
(1994:

371).

The actual interviews were arranged individually for each staff

person and were conducted in a side room o f the adult day care. 1 set up
extended period of uninterrupted time according to each

an

staff p erso n ’s

schedule.

Problems
My task was com plicated considerably because o f the conditions o f the
clients themselves.

Although clients are the im plicit focus of my research, in
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many, if not most, cases, the clien ts’ conditions prevented me from directly
addressing many issues and questions to them directly in an interview format.
Clients were placed at Sunrise Adult Day Care for various reasons.

There was

no single, homogeneous core o f clients; rather, I was confronting a
differentiated group consisting o f those who had suffered a stroke and were
unable to talk, those who had A lzheim er’s disease or som e other dementia, and
others who had been affected by Cerebral Palsy.

I negotiated this dilemma as

best I could by constant observation, reviewing o f field notes, and interviews
with staff.

Through my assumed participant observer role at Sunrise Adult

Day Care, I sought to explicate a typology of clients and to establish trust and
rapport with the clients and staff.
understanding o f the clients
observations

and

role

as

Ultimately, I also sought to evoke an

them selves

through

my

interp retiv e

researcher.
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CHAPTER SIX
SEITING
The field is an adult day care center in a large metropolitan city in the
Southwestern United States.

This adult day care center is a large square

building divided into several specialized spaces.

An individual enters the

building through two double doors into a small entry way where originally all
the wheelchairs, labeled with the c lien t's name, were shoved to one side.
area has since been cleared.

This

To exit the entryway, one goes through another

set o f double doors and find herself in the reception area.
is o ff to the right hand side, as are the administrative offices.

The reception desk
To the left is a

hallway leading directly to the kitchen and to the other three large rooms o f
the adult day care center.

The main and largest o f the three rooms contains

long tables with chairs around them.
snacks and lunch.

This is the area where the clients eat

It is also the area where arts and crafts and the main

socializing occurs, except during the hour preceding lunch.
station is located along the back wall o f this large room.
room behind where the nurses can do their jobs.

The n urses’

It is a long desk with

If a client needs care, then

the nurses normally attends to the individual where she is sitting.

A few feet

to the left o f the nurses’ station are two double doors leading to a small patio
and fenced in area.

Outside is the only place where clients are allowed to

smoke, and there is a large ashtray receptacle.
and a few chairs.

There are also a patio swing

The fenced-in area is adequate enough for the clients to

walk around, but most clients stay on the concrete area.

O ff to the com er of

the patio is a locked gate through which most o f the clients exit the adult day
care center by getting on a bus.
bathrooms for the clients.

Against the far wall o f this room are two

There is also a small storage area against the same

wall which has a washer and dryer, in case the clients “have an accident.’’
53
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This large,

main room is also where all the special activities, such as musical

groups that come dance

at the center, take place because it is big enough to

accom m odate all the clients and create space for the guests.
A further set of double doors leads to another room, which I have
termed the

music

room. This carpeted room is arranged so that the reclining

chairs line the periphery o f the room and hard back chairs are scattered
throughout the rest o f the space.

In one com er is K aty’s nail salon—a small

table w ith two chairs where the women get their nails painted.
television and old stereo system are against another wall.

A piano,

In the back of the

room are storage closets for all the arts and craft activities.

Large group

activities are held in this room when the kitchen sta ff is getting ready for
lunch.

These include group exercise, singing, m ovie time, and reminiscent

therapy.

Some clients also come to this room after lunch to escape the noise

and chaos of the main room.
o f the recliners.

They sit and listen to music or take a nap in one

This is also a popular room when the buses begin to pick

clients up for the day because a side door leads to the fenced in area where
they actually catch the bus.
Another set o f double doors on the other side o f the wall, where K aty’s
nail salon is located, leads to the third room.

It has reclining chairs on the

border o f one wall and a long table in the center o f the room.
contains two more client bathrooms.

The other wall

This room is where clients can go to have

some personal time alone, since it is not usually occupied and there are no
televisions or radios in this room.

It is used in the m om ing to play card games,

during the early aftemoon for bingo, for the stroke exercise group in the late
mom ing and for the men’s discussion group.

Both sets o f double doors that

lead to this room on either end can be closed so that the room can be used for
such sm aller activities.

In one com er, behind the set o f double doors that lead

to the main hallway, is a staff desk.

Although this room is as well-lit as the
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other two rooms, it has a darker atmosphere because there are no windows.
Clients use this room for quiet reading after lunch, o r when they become
confused, the staff often sits them down to relax in this room.
Overall, the center is designed according to certain activities which
occur in certain rooms.

This allows the staff time to set up activities in other

rooms that are not in use, such as lunch.

The routinized activities and specific

rooms in which the activities occur also provide a sense of stability and
continuity for the clients who are then less likely to become confused or
a g ita te d .
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CLIENT TYPOLOGIES
In order to examine the interactional patterns betw een adult day care
staff and clients, this chapter will construct a basic typology o f the clients who
attend and the staff members who work at Sunrise A dult Day Care.

Tracing

interactional patterns helps to evaluate the extent o f a c lie n t’s institution
alization, not only providing insight into the nature o f the adult day care
itself, but also allowing the researcher to examine the extent to which adult
day care is a total institution.

The observations made and conclusions drawn in

this chapter are a result of fieldwork over a nine m onth period I conducted as
a researcher at Sunrise Adult Day Care.

The framework for this chapter is

based on sym bolic interactionist theory, which originated, for the most part,
with the works o f George Herbert Mead.^
A ccording to this theory, com munication and sym bolic interaction are
im portant because they form the basis o f human conduct (Blum er 1969:

8).

D efinitions o f the self are created in response to one’s interactions with
others, which also occur within a cultural context.

Interactions, however,

change in response to different settings, contexts, and groups involved.
Sym bolic com m unication is, by definition, differently

affected by certain

physical predispositions experienced by those who require adult day care
services.

In addition, these physical characteristics are always understood

w ithin a social setting.
is one such setting.

The adult day care where I w as a participant-obscrver
Interactions between staff and clients and between clients

and o th e r clients are extremely im portant in shaping the individual life of
each client as he or she attends Sunrise Adult Day Care.

Not only are

interactions param ount in form ing friendships, but they

are also important in

56
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forming a concept o f self.

The process o f interpretation and understanding is

problematic, though, because o f the great variety o f the clients' conditions at
the adult day care.

Some clients, in fact, had an extremely difficult time

communicating at all.

Nevertheless, interactions did occur and had a great

influence on the clients' worlds.

Before discussing interactional patterns, it is

necessary to give an overview o f the staff members at Sunrise A dult Day Care
and the clients themselves.

I will now turn my attention to this matter.

The
The staff
operation o f the

C aretakers

consists o f a director who is responsible for the overall
center and of the employees, two office workers, a

receptionist who greets clients and their caregivers as they arrive or leave for
the day, a jan ito r, a social worker, kitchen personnel (two women who serve
the meals and fix snacks), and the floor staff.

By floor staff, I m ean the people

who are directly involved with the clients throughout the day.

Although

Sunrise Adult Day Care depends on every staff person to operate efficiently,
the floor staff are arguably the most im portant group of all staff because o f
their constant interaction with clients.

Floor staff is comprised o f an activity

director, program aides, and nurses—a registered nurse (RN) and two licensed
practicing nurses (LPNs).
not on payroll.

In addition, there are a host o f volunteers who are

Although the volunteers have no specific assigned duties, they

assume the role o f staff as they assist clients in various activities and personal
care matters.
The director o f nurses is a registered nurse who is in charge o f the
other nurses and

program aides.

Her role is mainly supervisory, and

divides her week

between two separate adult day cares.

Her biggest

responsibility is making sure the program aides do their jobs.
what hours each aide works.

she

She also decides

Her other responsibilities involve doing
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evaluations o f the licensed practicing nurses and program aides, w riting care
plans, and interview ing and training individuals for the position o f program
aide.

Despite all o f these roles, the director of nurses is still involved with the

clients and caregivers when she writes care plans, and she is contacted when
a client is sick or changes medication.

Because o f her relatively new role as

supervisor of two adult day cares, she is training the other nurses to take over
some o f her responsibilities such as evaluating the program aides, setting
their hours, and w riting care plans.
The two licensed practicing nurses function in some of the same roles as
the registered nurse, although they have more "scheduled" interaction with
the clients.

For example, one LPN s main job is

throughout the day.

to pass out medications

The other L P N s main responsibility

is to create a list of

total assistance clients, those who need extra care, and to assign a certain
num ber o f these clients to each program aide.

In return, the program aides

make sure that these clients participate in exercises, get on the bus at the
correct time, and use the bathroom.

In their free time, both o f these

LPNs serve as "floaters," which means they help out on the floor as needed.
Because o f the more lim ited nature o f "scheduled" LPN responsibilities, they
often have time to interact with the clients, in contrast to the RN, whose time
with clients is limited to when she arrives for the day and greets each
individual, for the most part.

Even then, the RN sometimes must settle for

greeting those clients who are fam iliar with her, because o f her obligation to
other

duties.
The activity d irector is the other individual who occasionally functions

in a supervisory role.
their assigned tasks.

She and the RN ensure that the program aides perform
H er main duties, though, are setting up activities for the

clients and leading music

therapy.

Her focus issocialization, and she tries

always make sure that every client is in a group.

When she is not directly
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interacting w ith clien ts, her other two responsibilities are putting together
care

plans for each client and filling out M edicaid paperwork.
The program aides comprise the rest o f the floor staff.

Perceived as

a

desirable position based on the nature o f the place, other staff members, pay
rate, and benefits that are in addition to pay, the program aides' turnover rate
is relatively low.

All women, they range in level from program aide one to

program aide three:
employment status.

these distinctions mainly determ ine pay rate and
For example, level one aides are hired for an entry level

position, as part-tim e, on-call workers.

Two employees Sunrise Adult Day Care

are classified as level one program aides.
the center for a longer amount o f time

and are employed on a full time basis.

Only one aide is currently in this position.
level

Level two employees have worked at

The remaining three aides are

threes.
T raditionally, level three program aides have had more responsibilities

than simply looking after clients, but this is no longer necessarily the case.
For example, the main responsibility o f one o f the level three aides' is simply
caring for the clients and filling in for whatever needs to be done.

She

occasionally plays checkers with some individuals and, with other clients,
makes collages.

The other two program aides do have more responsibility than

ju st caring for the clients.

One aide is in charge o f leading the stroke exercise

group in order to keep the clients mobile and agile.

Although this exercise

group was originally intended for stroke victims, it now includes Alzheimer's,
cerebral palsy, and physically challenged clients as well.

This program aide's

other responsibilities include m onitoring the vital signs for all Medicaid
clients—a jo b w hich will soon become much more dem anding, as all clients
will be m onitored.

The other program aide three's additional responsibilities

include handling bank deposits and doing the grocery shopping for Sunrise
Adult Day Care.
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The variety in responsibilities—and the individuality and isolation o f
such responsibilities—among the aides is also evident in the aides' approach to
working at Sunrise Adult Day Care.

Although the program aides are all

serving the needs o f the clients, directly or indirectly, the sim ilarities in their
jobs end there.

Each program aide individually deals with stress o f the job,

burnout, and clients.
charts:

A few reported having read a "majority " o f the clients'

only half read every chart.

The reasons for not reading the charts

were attributed to time constraints or because the client was cognizant enough
to tell the aide what was wrong.
with each other is
care

for clients is

The only time the aides specifically interact

in the planning sessions.

Thus, while it appears the aides'

a carefully orchestrated and coordinated

undertaking, in

reality, each aide performs her own job.

The

Patrons

Just as there is wide range o f the staffs duties, there is perhaps an even
greater variance in the condition o f the clients.

On any given day, there were

sixty-five to seventy clients in attendance out o f a total enrollment o f
approxim ately one hundred
percent are self pay.
attendance w hether
money.

and ten clients.

O f this num ber, roughly

Self pay clients are those who privately pay for

five
their

it is from the clie n t’s own money o r their careg iv er’s

The large majority o f clients, then, are covered under state funding,

grants, or other outside funding sources.
generally low turnover rate

among clients.

In addition,

staff reported a

This was attributed to the

fact that

Sunrise Adult Day Care often adds new clients, but only loses clients, on the
whole, in cases o f death, placement in a nursing home, o r relocation.

The

overall trend seems to be that the longer a client attends Sunrise A dult Day
Care, the less likely he is to leave (with the obvious exception o f death).
The com plexity

in types o f clients was very puzzling in the beginning
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as I found m yself overwhelm ed by the task o f negotiating the
differences among the m ultitude o f clients.

subtle

I could have classified clients

based upon physical and mental abilities; how ever, such groupings do not
adequately explain the differences
shared this same dilemma.

among clients.

In

fact, the staff members

W hen asked how they classify clients, most

answered the question only after taking the time to scan the various clients
circulating throughout the center—they had no prearranged groups.

This was

especially evident in the case o f one program aide who, when asked how she
would classify the different types of clients, replied,

"different."

She went on

to explain that she treats each client on an individual basis—"each client is
different in his own ways."

Also, she stated that she does not

between clients based on mental capacities:
recognize certain ways the clients

like to

she does, though,
interact with the

distinguish
identify and
staff. Another

program aide simply told me she does not classify clients and, when pressed,
only m anaged to describe differences based on the reason why the individuals
attended adult *day care—which she undoubtedly knew from reading charts.
The general trend seemed to be that aides dealt with each client on an
individual basis while only sometimes creating vague categorizations as a
result o f repeated interaction.

Even then, the classifications were not distinct

categories, but ambiguous and general.

For instance,

Mary, a program aide,

said that there were two kinds o f clients, ornery and not ornery.

She

qualified this statem ent by adding that most clients fell in the "not ornery"
category while only a few, maybe three or four, fit into her other category.
Over time, I did develop my own system o f classification based on my
observations o f the activities that each client enjoyed participating in while at
the adult day care center.
and craft" group:

There were the clients I associated with the "arts

others were the bingo players,

individuals, exercise groupers.

the early m om ing card

There were the "loners," who kept to
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themselves despite repeated attempts to engage them in activities, and the
"wanderers," whose main occupation was walking.

There were also clients

who did not actively choose to participate in any one activity but who were
still encouraged to join so that they could benefit from socialization—"the
joiners."

Finally, the "dependents" were unable to care for themselves

and

com pletely reliant on the staff.
Such a classificatory scheme, I eventually realized, is still rather
problem atic, for even within the "arts and craft" group there is great
variation in terms o f ability and behavior.

For example, there was Kim, who

suffered from dementia and would eat the art project unless closely watched by
the program aide—and there were others, like Marge, who took tremendous
time and care to make sure that every color matched as she meticulously
completed her project.

Still others,

showed her exactly what needed to
continue to sit and not participate,

like Lori, would sit at the table until an aide
be done. Even then she would

often

unsure o f how to complete the task.

Thus, classifying clients according to the activities in which they participate
is problematic because o f the diversity o f clients at Sunrise Adult Day Care.

On

a more basic level, perhaps the most useful approach, for a more adequate
understanding o f the types o f clients, then, is to focus on client interaction as
a way of better understanding the phenomenon o f adult day care.

I n te r a c ti o n s
With sixty to seventy clients, on a normal day, interacting with the staff
and with each other. Sunrise Adult Day Care can logically be characterized as a
hub of constant interaction.
s ta ffs encouragem ent, rooted

At least partially, this interaction is due to the
in the belief that interaction com bined with

nurturing prevents clients from "going down hill."

The s ta ffs reasoning,

here, springs directly from one key function o f adult day care:

to prevent
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adults who need extra care and have special needs from being
institutionalized.

This goal is achieved through constant interaction and

structured activities which are two ways to meet the needs o f the clients.

As

Jennifer, the activity director told me, "We've really seen that we extend
people's lives and make people happy.

We are very affectionate with clients."

Constant interaction, therefore, not only meets the needs o f each individual
client, but it also creates more o f a “client-centered” atmosphere.
The degree to which staff is successful in draw ing each client into
group settings depends on the type o f client and his needs.^
frequency o f interactions each client displays
the daily lives o f the client.

The kinds and

are im portant in understanding

Also, they will help to evaluate the extent of

clients’ institutionalization, which will provide som e insight into the nature of
adult day care itself.^

Every client who attends the adult day care relies on the

staff for certain services, even if theirs is a very minimal degree o f reliance.
Because adult day care strives to meet the individual needs of the adults, a
taxonomy based on clients needs is almost impossible.

Thus, I have developed a

classification o f four groups of clients that are distinguishable according to
the degree they participate and interact in the activities at Sunrise Adult Day
Care:

the “com m unicants.” the “participants,” the “ lo n ers,” and the “others.”

The

C om m unicants

The com m unicants are the clients who both actively participate in the
daily activities at the center and who are able to efficiently com m unicate with
the staff.

They have both purposeful and m eaningful interactions with other

individuals at the adult day care center.
service from the staff.

In addition, they require very little

What little reliance they do have is based on the

client's being physically unable to perform certain functions.

The majority of
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these clients, then, are individuals who have suffered from a stroke, disease, or
accident and are impaired from moving either a specific part o f their body or
their entire body.

W hile th eir physical disabilities hinder what they are able

to do for themselves, their cognitive facilities are intact.
The communicants

also know the proper time and manner in which

to ask staff or volunteers for assistance.

For example:

Ginger, an elderly woman confined to a
wheelchair, always took an
afternoon smoke out on the patio. In order to get out to die patio, she
needed someone to open the door for her so she could wheel herself out
onto the patio. Since she knew the names o f all the staff and volunteers.
Ginger would patiently wait for an opportune moment after lunch when
she saw one o f the staff milling around and only then would she
proceed to ask a staff member for help.
Elizabeth always enjoyed a cup o f coffee with her lunch. O ccasionally,
the staff would forget to serve her coffee with lunch. When this
happened, Elizabeth would sit quietly at her place until every client had
been served. Only then would she call a staff member over and remind
them that she needed a cup o f coffee.^
By politely calling to staff when they had no immediate task at hand. G inger
and Elizabeth were always able to get a quick and efficient response.

In

addition, the ability to rem em ber staff names also ensured that they would
receive a faster response because they could call to the staff member instead o f
waiting for the staff person to come to them.
The communicants also actively participate in the daily activities at the
center which they perceive as being appropriate

for their ability. Bingo is

one event they never miss as prizes are awarded to the winner.

They

diligently listen for the next number to be called in hopes of winning a prize
for their grandchildren or

"friends" at the adult day care center.

W hat is

interesting is that although the other groups o f clients play bingo in hopes of
winning a prize for them selves, the com m unicants rarely see a prize that they
would like to have, instead choosing to play for another person.

In addition.
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they

are strict about adherence

to the rules and inform o th er players when

they

are not playing bingo properly.

F or instance, consider the following

exam ple which occurred while I was calling bingo:
M elissa joined the bingo session w hile in progress and discreetly began
playing with two bingo boards. Ginger, upon noticing this spoke to
Melissa in the middle of the game.
Ginger:
Melissa:
Ginger:
Melissa:

"You know you are not supposed to play w ith two bingo boards."
"What's it to you? I know that." (She makes no attempt to
discard one board)
"You've played bingo before and understand the rules so put
down one of your boards. You must choose one to play with."
"Fine" (She angrily throws down both boards and stomps out of
the room)

W hat is unique about this encounter is the way in which G inger interacts with
Melissa.

G inger is aware that Melissa understands the rules o f bingo.

Therefore, she tries to reason with Melissa.
who was not

as high

com pletely different.
Ginger:
Harriet:
Ginger:

Ginger:

If this would have been a

client

functioning. G inger's approach would have

been

F or instance:

"Harriet, put down one board."
(Makes no response at all and does not seem to know that
G inger is talking to her)
"Bill, (the client sitting next to Harriet) please reach over and
take one of Harriet's boards." (Bill proceeds to take a board
away from Harriet)
"Thank you Bill."

Since Ginger knew that Harriet did not understand that she was being spoken
to or that she

had violated the rules o f bingo. Ginger took care o f

by addressing

another client who was sitting closer to H arriet.

The com municants not only occasionally
also use names when addressing other clients.

assume the role o f staff,
Unlike the other groups

clients, the com m unicants know almost every clients's nam e.

the problem

but
of

In addition, they

are able to distinguish among the clients and decide which people are
cognitively im paired.

In spite o f their recognition ability, the com municants
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will interact with any client who approaches them, even if they are uttering
incoherent phrases.

As one com m unicator told me when referring to a client

that was yelling at the top o f her lungs for no apparent reason, "I ju st try to be
nice to her.

Some people are mean, but I’m nice.

Com m unicants recognize that they

She's still a person."

are higher functioning than other groups

o f clients, but instead o f becom ing unresponsive, they are usually
understanding o f or protective tow ards other clients.

The

P articip an ts

The participants are clients who still regularly interact with others at
the adult day care center; however, their participation is a result of staff
m em bers’ encouragement.

For exam ple:

Maude never attended the arts and crafts projects until the activity
director talked her into participating. As Maude always said, “W ell, ok.
If you really want me to.”
Frank was sitting at a table by himself. I called and asked him to join
our conversation. Only after I asked Frank to join the group did he
fin ally agree.
Overall, as compared to the com m unicants, the participants need more
assistance from staff.

Sometimes, the assistance requires physical labor, as in

pushing a wheelchair client into the restroom and helping him use the
bathroom, or other times, the assistance is a simple reminder from the staff
m em ber to the client.

Such reminders trigger the minds of the participants

who would not have completed the task on their own.
categories o f "participant" clients:

There are three general

ones who have suffered from a stroke and

have com pletely lost their verbal com m unicative abilities, individuals who are
in the middle stages of some form o f dem entia and cannot logically convey
what they are thinking, and adults who are both cognitively and physically
impaired.

Alzheimer's clients form the large m ajority o f the latter two
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c a te g o r ie s .
The individuals who are unable to com m unicate verbally as a result o f a
stroke are classified as participants because they have extreme difficulty
interacting with individuals on a one-to-one basis.

Instead, they are often

resigned to exist among the shuffle o f activity at the center.

They do not

actively participate in any activity since they often become very frustrated in
trying to interact with others and com m unicate their thoughts.

Only when

staff members ask them to participate in a group do they grudgingly agree.
Even then, they observe rather than participate directly.

I witnessed the

follow ing interaction one day during arts and craft exercises:
Samantha, a senior adult who was confined to a wheelchair and unable
to speak as a result of a stroke, was sitting alone at a table. Jennifer, the
activity director, called her name and motioned for her to come and sit
at the table where the activities were being performed.
Samantha
shrugged her shoulders
and wheeled herself over to the table. Her
mere presence at the arts and crafts table was the full extent o f her
interaction, for she chose not to participate in an art project, and no
other client attempted to speak with her because they were intently
w orking on their own project.
A lm ost the same result was achieved during exercise group.

Samantha always

attended these sessions, but she only followed what the staff member was
dem onstrating.

After the session ended, she would wheel herself back out into

the main room to wait out the hours until it was time for her to return home.
A lthough these clients have the ability to com m unicate through actions, they
have long since given up because of the effort it takes.

Instead, they are

content to simply participate in activities w hile w aiting for the time to go
hom e.
The other two categories of participants are trying to hold on to the
"mere shell" o f self (Gubrium 1986:

40).

Although these clients give the

appearance of "normality," in reality they are relying on daily routines to
construct both their concept o f self and others conception o f them as well.
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Any event that disrupts their routine has a profound effect on the self—as was
evident when Lisa, an elderly woman who suffered from m ild dem entia,
returned after a week long absence:
After noticing Lisa had returned, I went over to inquire about her
absence.
Normally a fairly coherent, mobile individual, Lisa was
noticeably more pale, had an extremely low blood pressure, and was
confined to a wheelchair due to the dizzy spells she had been
experiencing all day. When I asked where she had been for the last
week, Lisa replied: "Duck hunting."
After asking a sta ff member what
was suddenly wrong with Lisa, I found out that she had been in a
nursing hom e while her caregiver went on vacation.
The

physical and mental problems Lisa exhibited were due to

o f her normal routine.

the interruption

After a week of resuming her attendance at the adult

day care center, Lisa no longer needed a wheelchair and began to appear to be
her "old s e l f again.
Cognitively im paired adults often interact with each other.

On any

given day, I would commonly observe two or more cognitively im paired clients
w alking around together throughout the day.

Their conversations did not

always follow a linear progression, but they found comfort in having
somebody by their side.

As Fontana and Smith report,

Alzheimer's disease patients, in the early stages o f the disease, continue
to interact on the surface as if they were sentient beings, while they
are in fact losing the rational 'content' of their self and relying
increasingly only on 'forms' of sociability, deeply em bedded in them
through socialization experiences.
(1989:
36)
This was especially evident as I observed music therapy.
clients could

M ost Alzheimer's

rem em ber basic facts such as song lyrics:

Olivia, a client, actively moves around during music therapy.
She claps
her hands and waves to no one in particular. At the end o f each session
she always approaches the piano and plays the song, "Oh W hen The
Saints Go M arching In," yet most o f her daily conversations are pure
jum bled nonsense.
Even

though the participants have mental disabilities, physical difficulties,
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a combinations of both, they still constitute an active part o f the adult day care
clientele.

Generally speaking, they interact with other clients and staff on a

regular basis even though their interactions are som etim es the m ere physical
presence o f their bodies.

The Loners
The loners are characterized by their extreme w ithdraw al from
participation in group activities and interactions with either the sta ff or other
clients.

For some, this is their own choice, but for others, the more advanced

Alzheimer's clients, for example, it is a result o f the progression o f a disease
which "gradually deprives sufferers o f their mind" (R eisberg

1983:

xvii).

The staff, which has grown accustomed to the loners, do not actively try
to engage this group of clients in activities unless they becom e disruptive.
W hen this occurs, staff refocuses the client on another activity so that staff is
able to continue with the scheduled activities.

For example, music therapy is

always held while the main room is set up for lunch.

During this time, every

client is required to be in the music room and staff go to great troubles to make
sure this is achieved.
Blanche only mum bles and grabs onto the hand o f an approaching
person.
She speaks in illogical, incoherent phrases until she decides
the conversation is over and moves on. Trying to get Blanche to do
anything is difficult because if she does not want to, she often becomes
violent, striking out at the aides, refusing to move. S taff always have a
difficult time convincing Blanche to move into the music room and,
since she is small in stature, staff would strongly "encourage" her
by grabbing onto her hand and walking ahead o f her so that she would
be forced to follow.
This process was always long and difficult, until by accident, the staff realized
that she loved dolls.

From that point forward, anytime the staff needed

Blanche to move somewhere or to stay in one room for a while, they would
give Blanche a doll, and h er time would be consumed with taking care of her
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" b a b y ."
O ther clients, however, are loners by choice.

They would rather sit at a

table by themselves all day rather than talk to anyone else.

The only time they

would interact with staff is if they needed something and were unable to get it
themselves.

Keeping their interactions both with staff and with clients to a

minimum was how they chose to spend their time at Sunrise Adult Day Care.

It

was often hard to crack the walls that these clients had erected, and I achieved
this with only one client, Barry, purely by accident.

Because o f the logo on a

t-shirt I wore to the center, Barry engaged me in a conversation about a place
that was once familiar to him.

After our conversation had ceased, he once

again became a loner and, despite my repeated attempts on several different
occasions to engage Barry in further conversations, he would only mutter
polite responses and go back to reading his magazine.

The Others
Specifically, the others were the almost catatonic clients who suffered
from severe mental handicaps or were in the very last stages o f Alzheimer's
disease.

Their remnants o f self had long since disappeared as they simply lay

in reclining chairs beside the nurse's station.

They are unable to

com m unicate in any way with other clients or staff members and are isolated
from the rest of the clients.

Contact with staff was limited to when they were

fed through food tubes that were inserted directly into their stom ach, or when
they had their diapers changed.

Occasionally a client would give a yell when

he was turned on his side in order to have his diaper changed, but otherwise,
these clients never emitted another sound.

The "others" were the

m arginalized border which form ed the periphery o f the adult day care
center's main room.

Just as the selves who inhabited these chairs never

changed, so too is the m arginalization static.
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Physically, the others m oved only with the assistance o f another person
or w heelchair as they could not speak, talk, o r m ove on their own.
was spent in reclining chairs, sleeping or staring at the ceiling.

Their day
They never

exhibited any signs of movement, either physically by m oving their body, or
m entally by yelling.

M ainly advanced A lzheim er’s clients, the others were

biding their time until the disease had runs its course, com plications ensue,
and death results.

C o n c lu sio n
On the most basic level, the typology o f clients I have enumerated has
an effect on the operations o f the center.

While staff members did not

consciously recognize the interaction patterns I identified, they, at the very
least, operated within the constrain o f these patterns and, therefore, must
have unconsciously acknowledged, to some extent, certain patterns.

For

exam ple, each program aide cared for a certain num ber o f “other" clients
each day.

Through their care o f these clients, they had to acknowledge not

only the state that each of these other clients was in, but also that these clients
were somehow different as a whole from the other types o f clients at Sunrise
Adult Day Care.

Even among the other three groups, the communicants,

participants, and loners, staff was aware o f certain patterns because during
lunch, clients with similar abilities and socialization skills were grouped
together.
the clients.

Often, these groups would correspond to the interactional level of
On any given day, the communicants sat at tables in the middle o f

the m ain room talking among them selves throughout lunch.
The interaction patterns among staff and clients at Sunrise Adult Day
Care are beneficial to each type o f client because in theory, interactions
provide necessary socialization skills and foster a sense o f community in each
individual client.

In practice, adult day care is able to foster independent
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living, if even to a small degree, for adults with special needs.
the com m unicants for exam ple,

Certain clients,

rem ain “ independent” by choosing their own

activities, keeping track o f time, or using the bathroom on their own.

Even

the “loners” at Sunrise Adult Day Care are free to keep to themselves.

Other

clients, the advance A lzheim er’s client for example, rem ain independent
simply by attending Sunrise Adult Day Care.

Adult day care for most clients is

an alternative to institutionalization.
Such freedoms are not always perm itted in total institutions such as
nursing homes.

As Shields posits, “In the nursing home a sense of

tim elessness coupled with various rigid staff routines creates a unique
institutional tim e” (1988;

185).

In nursing homes, individuals end up creating

certain strategies which allow them to get through days, weeks, months, or
even years.

Residents end up “passing tim e” (Gubrium 1975).

This does not mean that clients in adult day care centers do not develop
certain

m echanism s for making time pass

that in nursing homes there is

quickly. Rather, the difference

is

“continual exposure to the deterioration o f

‘others’ and the steady knowledge of o n e ’s own closeness to death” (Shield
1988:

186).

This affects both the capable and less capable clients as each

person

in the nursing home is confronted

up like the “others” some day.

with the reality that they will end

Since adult day care clients do not spend their

entire lives w ithin the day care setting, being confronted with those who are
dying is not as threatening and overbearing because adult day care clients
have another setting which they return to at the end o f the day.

These delineated types of clients do not have absolute—or enclosed—
boundaries.

In fact, there are elderly individuals at Sunrise Adult Day Care

who, as they have attended the center through the years, have experienced in
stages each o f the different types I have identified.

What does emerge from
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my typologies, most significantly, is that each type o f client has a certain
conception of self which is evident through his types o f interactions.

As a

result, each group receives different benefits from attending Sunrise Adult
Day Care.
The first group exam ined in this work, the com municants, still have
full

concept o f self because they have not suffered from a

w hich has effected this conception.

a

disease o r dementia

Instead, they are relatively healthy,

vivacious adults who eagerly participate in the activities at Sunrise Adult Day
Care.
w ork

They are able to realize the benefit exercise provides as they diligently
on maintenance o f function

through

at exercise and range of motion classes.

their almost ritualistic attendance

Adult day care provide the

com m unicants with a friendly environm ent in which they are able spend
their day so as not to be a burden to their caregivers.

For them, adult day care

provides a sense o f enjoym ent as they busily go about their day.
The next group considered, the participants, is com prised o f different
sub-groups.

In exam ining this group, it is important to rem em ber that these

individuals are struggling to retain their full conception o f self.
“m ere shell” o f self.

Most have a

The first sub-group, the clients who have suffered a

stroke and have com pletely lost their verbal com m unicative abilities struggle
to exist in a setting which em phasizes interaction and socialization.
being

able to verbally com m unicate their thoughts, interaction is extrem ely

difficult.
center.

W ithout

As a result, most simply are part o f the setting o f the adult day care
Even though they are only part, and not very active by their own

choosing, adult day care prevents them from becoming reclusive and lonely.
W ith

the emphasis o f socialization for all elderly adults in attendance, this

sub-group is often drawn into the hub o f activity.
The remaining sub-groups, individuals who are in the middle stages of a
dem entia and clients who are both cognitively and physically im paired.
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benefit from adult day care because, through th e ir involvement in activities,
they are able to maintain their current level o f fimctioning.

This is very

im portant because it prevents these adults from having to be put in a nursing
home prem aturely because their caregivers are still able to care for them
since their physical, mental, or both physical and mental functions have not
deteriorated substantially.
The individuals in the next group, the loners, are perhaps the exception
to the prim ary socialization goal o f adult day care.

Some, the advanced

A lzheim er’s clients, have lost their sense of self as a result of A lzheim er’s
disease and spend the majority o f their time w andering throughout the
facility unable to focus on one idea, object, o r activity for an extended time
period.

Others are loners by choice and perhaps, as they retreat into

themselves, are trying to shade their minor loss o f self from others.

Even

though it does not appear that the loners benefit from adult day care,
arguably, they have the m ost to gain because w ithout occasional contact, over
time, they would rapidly digress.

They benefit from the nutritious meals and

overall hub o f activity that surrounds them at Sunrise Adult Day Care because,
unable to completely ignore others, they are forced to interact once in a while
with

other people.
The last group examined was the others.

Because of their complete lack

o f interaction, their concept o f self is defined only by their physical presence
as they never move without the assistance o f others.

For the others, more

than any other group, the existence o f adult day care is what prevents them
from being institutionalized.

Because o f this, adult day care is very beneficial

to the others because in addition to receiving all needed medical care, these
clients receive personal interaction and contact w hen the staff attends to
th e ir

needs.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSION
Growing old is

never an enjoyable task; however, for a certain

o f elderly people, this task is even more difficult because they
constantly with a changing self.

number

have to deal

Although there has always been a struggle

to identify the nature of the self, for some elderly Americans, this has become
the main focus o f their existence as they try to cling to the remnants o f self.
As this paper has attempted to show, adult day care is a valuable
alternative model o f care for fragmented groups o f elderly adults.

This thesis

began by giving a brief history o f the available options o f care for elderly
adults throughout time, ending with a discussion o f the most recent choice,
adult day care.

I have examined the theory o f total institutions and, given

both the previous literature on the topic and my observations gathered from
field research, I can now assert that although adult day care does retain some
o f the characteristics o f a total institution, C offm an’s theory of total
institutions when applied to adult day care is invalid.
Adult day care
of

cannot be considered a total institutional setting

because

the many kinds o f elderly adults in attendance, each with a differing

conception o f self.

At the most basic level, adult day care is not a setting in

which there are a “large number o f like situated individuals, cut o ff from the
w ider society for an appreciable period o f tim e” (Goffman 1961:

xiii).

Instead,

adult day care is purposely structured to allow individuals to receive needed
care without disrupting their normal routine.

An individual who attends adult

day care does not have to make immediate adjustments to his past or personal
lives, since adult day care is inherently a daytim e operation, allowing
individuals

to

return

to fam iliar surroundings

in the evening.

75
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Most significantly, adult day care varies from institutional models in
th a t:
1.
2.

3.

An adult day care’s setting is not designed to be residential.
Adult day care emphasizes the socialization o f the clients
themselves rather than the medical aspects, the administrative
processes, o r the institution itself.
Adult day care incorporates a wide variety o f clients, allowing
for and encouraging individuality and differentiation, rather
than dem anding conformity.

The third point is especially relevant in light of my construction of client
typologies in chapter seven, for there I presented perhaps adult day care’s
m ost attractive feature, its flexibility.

This flexibility can be seen through

alm ost all aspects o f the center, for example, in its activities, attentiveness to
personal care, and allowance o f individual freedom in m ovem ent and choice.
Sociological theory has yet to account for this flexibility o f adult day
care.

Certainly, total institution theory takes into account the drawbacks

associated with inflexibility in institutions such as nursing homes, but for this
reason it is not useful when applied to adult day care settings.

A new theory

must be developed to account for this flexibility and to address the evolving
needs o f the fragmented adult day care population.
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APPENDIX I
NOTES
Chapter One
^The actual name o f the center known here as “S unrise” has been changed, as
have all other personal references to staff and clients at the center itself.
Chapter Two
am aware that Michel Foucault wrote after Erving Goffman, but have
chosen to begin the discussion with Foucalt in order to maintain a
chronological discussion o f historical background w ithin the subject m atter
each author engages.
2 For a more in-depth discussion of Coffm an’s theory o f total institution, see
ch ap ter four.
3 In fact, A lzheim er’s Day Care has evolved as a further extension o f adult day
care in general (Lindem an et. al. 1991: 3-4).

C hapter

Three

^ Nursing homes are also called chronic care facilities.
^Dunlop (1974: 2) says that the growth occurred from 1964 to 1974; however,
Jones (1982: 43) thought the most exponential growth occurred from 1961 to
1965.
C hapter

Four

^The numbers w ithin in the block quote are my creation.
^The above scenario is a direct passage from my field notes.

C hapter Five
^Perm ission for research involving human subjects was granted on July 25,
1996 by the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas Office o f Sponsored Programs. A
copy o f this form is on file in the UNLV Department o f Sociology.
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C hapter

S even

^ See, for example, George Herbert Mead. 1934. Mind. Self, and Societv.
Chicago:
U niversity o f Chicago Press.
2 There is a process whereby each new client is paired with another client who
shares sim ilar interests and is o f the same ability.
will elaborate on this point in my concluding chapter.
'^Unless otherw ise noted, cited passages are taken from my field notes.
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